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With the increasing concern about sustainable gold mining, there is an urgent need to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions which come from various stages of gold ore processing.
The amount of GHGs from gold production sector significantly varies depending on the type
of raw material treated. Thus, share of GHG emission coming from low-grade refractory
gold processing is already 50% more than that from free-milling ores processing. In the time
of steady depletion of mineral resources, the percentage of low-grade ores in gold deposits
is growing, thus making companies to develop new or improve existing methods for gold
recovery. Enhancing gold production from refractory ore will undoubtedly lead to increase
in GHG emissions in this sector, so that the paths for reducing GHG must be developed.
This Master’s thesis represents the carbon footprint (CFP) assessment of gold recovery from
refractory ore in one of the leading countries in gold production – Russia, considering
different pre-processing routes. CFP quantification allows understanding where the major
environmental loads come from and facilitates action to decrease GHG emissions and
enhance GHG removals throughout the life cycle of a product. The study was performed in
accordance with ISO 14067: 2018 and ISO 14040: 2006 standards, utilizing life cycle
assessment (LCA) approach. A model for assessment was created in GaBi (version
8.17.0.18) software. Gold production from sulfide refractory ore in Russia was examined,
considering different treatment routes utilized by main gold producers in the country. Results
of the CFP study have shown that the major contribution to GHG emission in current
situation in Russia origins from transportation (52%), electricity production (20%), oxygen
production (11%) and production of heavy fuel oil for maritime transportation (7%).
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Analysis of alternative processing routes have shown that the lowest environmental impact
is caused by implementing oxidative roasting technology. However, the results depend on
the assumptions made for the study. Thus, it was assumed that roasting plant is equipped
with a gas-cleaning system which allows safe recovery of gaseous compounds produced
during oxidation reactions, ore contains 17% of sulfide sulfure and does not contain organic
carbon, and the gold recovery rate by subsequent cyanide-leaching is 95%. It was found that
the main possible paths to reduce environmental impact of refractory ore processing in
Russia is to decrease transportation load by developing more advanced logistics system or
considering alternative fuel for trucks and ships, decrease energy consumption or improve
existing electricity production, and reduce consumption of reagents. It was concluded that
other impact categories should be also assessed for more precise estimation of potential
environmental load to select most appropriate route for gold production from refractory ore
in Russia.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Gold is a highly valuable metal due to its unique chemical and physical properties. Its
application can be found in the great variety of industries from jewellery to electronics.
Although we live in a century of highly developed technologies, a range of materials which
can be sufficient alternative to gold is rather narrow, so that production of this metal is of
high interest all over the world.
However, 21st century tackles plenty of issues. Depletion of mineral resources is one of them,
that makes companies to treat low-grade and complex materials, thus increasing costs on
certain operations and sometimes decreasing the quality of final product. The quality of
mineral resources in gold production is also diminishing, that leads to the necessity to
investigate new low-grade raw materials and technologies for their treatment.
One example of such materials are refractory gold ores, which are mainly represented as
sulfide ores. This type of raw material is complex and difficult to be treated due to highly
dispersed gold particles, which are locked up in sulfide minerals such as pyrite (FeS2) and
arsenopyrite (FeAsS). (Marsden and House 2006.) Direct processing of these materials
results in extremely low gold recovery rates (typically <20%) by cyanidation. To make
refractory gold ores processing economically feasible, some preliminary operations are
needed: the floatation followed by either roasting, bacterial oxidation, pressure oxidation or
other technologies, which aim is to oxidize sulfide minerals and ‘open’ gold particles.
(O’Connor et al. 1994.)
The share of refractory gold deposits among other gold mineral sources in global production
is rather significant. (Mining Journal 2012.) The U.S. Geological Survey (2014) stated that
in 2011 the total world gold production was 2630 tons (84.6 Moz), and approximately a
quarter of gold was recovered from refractory raw materials. Mining Journal (2012)
investigated top 20 gold producers in 2012, and the results have shown that the major part
of outcomes was from refractory raw materials (38%), followed up by heap leaching (30%)
and cyanidation of free-milling ores (18%), and 14% was a by-product from copper
concentrate smelting. The analysis has also shown that one half of refractory gold ores was
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treated by oxidative roasting, the quarter was produced using pressure oxidation, and smaller
percentage of gold was recovered using ultra-fine grinding and bio-leaching (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Processing routes for gold recovery of top world20 gold producers in 2011.
(Adapted from Adams 2016)

In last decades, the rate of refractory gold ores processing is growing, that requires
developing of effective and sustainable technologies, which would be economically
beneficial, environmentally friendly and safe. Oxidative roasting takes the greatest part in
refractory gold treatment methods in the world. (Adams 2016; Hammerschmidt et al. 2005,
394.) However, it is also accompanied with gaseous emissions of toxic substances such as
particulate solids, SO2, CO, NOx emissions (Thomas et al. 2005) and arsenic compounds
(As2O3). (Walker et al. 2015.) In addition, it can lower gold recovery due to formation of
certain substances at the high temperatures of roasting, which passivate gold particles and
make them unable to be leached during cyanidation.
Hydrometallurgical techniques, such as bio-leaching and pressure oxidation (POX), are
considered to be more preferable by many gold producers nowadays. However, they are
accompanied by acidic solutions production and other effluents, and the gold production rate
can be rather low. (Miller et al. 2005; Thomas 2005.)
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There is a number of researches mostly aimed at studying the gold recovery efficiency.
However, to choose an appropriate technological path there is a need to consider
sustainability aspects of gold production and to examine strengths and weaknesses of each
pre-treatment process with an emphasis on risks management and environmental issues.
Metal production industry, including gold production, is coming under elevating pressure
driven by concern about environmental impacts of different processes. Mining and metal
sectors are currently aimed at reducing energy consumption, water use and greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs). (Norgate and Haque 2012, 54.)
The climate change is a growing concern in many societies, and industries tend to improve
their activities in order to reduce their contribution to this decreasing volume of GHG
emissions. The main part of GHG emissions in gold industry comes from mining and
comminution circuits. For refractory ores the share of GHGs is even higher than that for
free-milling ores –50% higher than those of free-milling ores processing (Ec.europa.eu
2019.) This is mainly due to higher amount of mined materials needed for recovering gold
from low-grade ores and lower percentage of gold recovery by cyanide-leaching. At the
moment, there are few research papers which focus on environmental impacts of gold
production utilizing LCA approach for this purpose: Norgate and Haque (2012), Chen et al.
(2018), Haque and Norgate (2014), Farjiana et al. (2019b) and Farjiana et al. (2019d). Those
works either center on LCA of gold ores processing in particular countries (Australia and
China), or on separate stages of gold production life cycle (beneficiation and refinery).
Norgate and Haque (2012) is the only research where gold production process from both
refractory and free-milling ores was considered, that means that there is no data for refractory
ore processing to compare. The study was also conducted for Australian mining industry,
which narrows the scope of the research even further. Moreover, the research covers the only
one method for treating refractory gold ores, namely pressure oxidation, and no comparison
with other alternative technologies (bacterial oxidation, ultra-fine grinding and oxidative
roasting) is done.
The reason for conducting LCA studies for gold ore processing in China and Australia is
clear since these countries hold first and second positions respectively in the list of the largest
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world gold producers. But what are the other leaders of production of this precious metal?
Let us have a look at the Table 1 with top-5 gold-producing countries in 2017.

Table 1. Top-5 Gold-Producing Countries in 2017. (Forbes.com)
#

Country

Gold production, tons

1

China

426

2

Australia

295.1

3

Russia

270.7

4

USA

230

5

Canada

175.8

As can be seen, the next position after China and Australia is hold by Russia, with 207.7
tons of gold produced in 2017. And what is the share of refractory ore processed in this
country? Figure 2 gives the information on the main gold producers in Russia and the types
of ore treated by them. It can be seen from it, that gold is recovered from refractory ore by
two largest Russian gold companies Polyus Gold and Polymetal, which share of gold
production in Russia in 2018 was 35% and 14%, respectively.

Figure 2. Largest Gold-Producers in Russia in 2018.

The facts that Russia is the third world gold producer with the large share of gold recovered
from refractory ores makes a research regarding gold production from this type of ore a
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reasonable and significantly important study. However, the situation with research works
concentrating on environmental impacts of gold production in this country is the same as all
over the world – companies and scientists tend to focus on technical and economic sides of
refractory ores treatment, and the main objective of the existing studies is to find most
economically profitable way to treat such materials mainly by developing pre-treatment
technologies (roasting, pressure oxidation, bioleaching, ultra-fine grinding).
The concern about climate change caused by anthropogenic activity has become one of the
greatest challenges which affects business and residents worldwide. The legislation for
industrial facilities is getting stricter, thus forcing companies to reconsider their activities
and to develop new ways to decrease environmental loads. Since the share of low-grade
refractory gold ores among other gold sources in Russia is already around 40%, and the
quality of mineral raw materials is steadily decreasing during the last decades, conducting
study in this area can help to better understand impact of major technologies for treating
refractory gold on the environment and, consequently, determine paths to mitigate it.
Thus, the objective of the following thesis work is to estimate environmental load of
refractory gold ore treatment in Russian Federation from the prospective of contribution to
climate change. The assessment is based on the carbon footprint (CFP) quantification using
LCA approach in accordance to 14067:2018 and 14040:2006 ISO standards. The goal of the
CFP assessment is to identify stages of refractory ore processing in Russia which cause the
most significant environmental impacts and to find possible solutions to decrease their
hazardous contribution to the environment.
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2

REFRACTORY GOLD ORES AND ISSUES RELATED TO
THEIR TREATMENT

Previously, gold market was focused mainly on processing of free-milling oxide ores, which
were simple to be treated. However, deposits of this type of raw material have become scarce
in recent decades, and attention has been turned to refractory gold ores, which were not
feasible to be processed previously. (Baz et al. 2017.) Reasons for this were several problems
occurring in cyanide-leaching process, which is induced by mineralogical composition of
the ore. The main issues of direct refractory ore treatment are either lower gold recovery rate
or increased expenditures and complexity on certain pre-treatment operations (Zhou and
Cabri 2004) which inevitably lower the efficiency of ore processing. Refractory character of
the ore can be caused by various reasons and has different definitions, which are presented
further in this chapter.

Characteristics of refractory gold ores
The term “refractory ore” is widely used in gold processing thesaurus and can be applied to
two concepts about gold extraction from ores. The first concept refers to an ore which does
not allow to recover gold effectively during cyanide-leaching process. The second concept
means gold that that is not extracted from the ore after cyanidation. The classification of
refractoriness based on the possibility to recover gold by cyanide-leaching, which was
introduced by La Brooy et al. (1994), is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Classification of ore refractoriness. (La Brooy et al. 1994.)
Gold recovery

Ore classification

< 50%

Highly refractory

50 – 80%

Moderately refractory

80 – 90%

Mildly refractory

90 – 100%

Non-refractory (free-milling)
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Vaughan (2004) divided causes of gold refractoriness into two major categories: “locked
gold” and “reactive gangue mineralogy” (Table 3).

Table 3. Common causes for refractory and related gold ores (Vaughan 2004.)
Physical locking
Locked gold

Chemical locking

Fine-grained gold inclusions in sulfides
Gold minerals (tellurides etc.)
Submicroscopic gold in sulfides
Pyrrhotite

Leach-robbing ores
Reactive gangue

Secondary copper sulfides
As, Sb sulfides

mineralogy
Preg-robbing ores

Carbonaceous
Clays

Common reasons for gold refractoriness are the following:
1. Thin gold particles are locked up in minerals, that makes gold inaccessible for leaching
solution. To address this problem mineral matrix should be destroyed by grinding or
oxidation. In some cases, gold is presented in ore in a form of a solid solution in a mineral
lattice, for instance as an alloy with silver called “electrum”, or tellurides. The different
types of gold associated with minerals are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.
2. Presence of substances that excessively consume reagents, thus making their amount
insufficient for chemical reactions to recover gold (Cu, As, Sb sulfides).
3. Presence of components with inherent high sorption activity (carbon, clays), which cause
losses of gold cyanide complex from the solution, also known as “preg-robbing” effect,
and increase the amount of gold lost with tailings.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of gold types associated with sulfide minerals: a) Free-milling gold; b) Gold
along crystal grain boundaries; c) Gold grain encapsulated in sulfide mineral (random position); d) Gold
occurrence at the boundary between grains of sulfide minerals; e) Gold in concretionary pyrite (or other
sulfide); f) Gold as colloidal particles or in solid solution in sulfide
(Modified from Marsden and House 2006, 44)

Despite the fact that there are several definitions for ore refractoriness, the most common
reason for it is gold association with sulfide minerals, such as pyrite, arsenopyrite and
chalcopyrite. (Marsden and House 2006, 44.) The second reason for gold ore refractoriness
is presence of carbonaceous materials which cause gold losses in leaching processes. These
two factors may occur simultaneously, thus forming double-refractory carbonaceous sulfide
ores. (Ofori-Sarpong et al. 2019.)

Issues related to refractory gold ores processing
The main issues occurring when treating refractory gold ores are low gold recovery by
cyanidation, and increased cost on additional technological operations. Typically, the pretreatment is needed to process refractory ores efficiently and ensure economically feasible
gold recovery rate. The pre-treatment is conducted prior to cyanide-leaching process, and a
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method of pre-treatment is mainly influenced by mineralogical composition of the ore
(sulfide sulfur content, presence of organic carbon and clays etc.).
The main issues which may occur in refractory gold materials processing are insufficient
sulfide minerals destruction and, consequently, low gold recovery rates; formation of
elementary sulfur, that is adverse for cyanidation process; and excessive reagent
consumption. In addition, some of the processes are accompanied with gaseous emissions
of CO2, SO2 and NOx, which form a great share in greenhouse gases and may lead to
greenhouse effect. These emissions are commonly released during roasting process or during
leaching in tanks without any lids. Besides that, higher amounts of energy are needed for
mining and comminution circuits since larger volumes of ore are needed to be treated to
ensure production of determined amount of gold. Free-milling ores are already accompanied
by energy consumption which is 35-50% of total mine costs, and this number increases in
case of low-grade materials treatment (Ballantyne and Powell 2014.)
Effluents production should also be mentioned. For instance, several pre-processing options
such as UFG, bio-leaching and pressure oxidation, produce significant amounts of sulfuric
acid which must be properly treated before being discharged. Energy and oxygen
consumption are also a great concern in refractory ores processing.
Carbonaceous ores are associated with several issues. Firstly, they are a reason of gold losses
because of high sorption activity of carbonaceous components such as amorphous carbon,
graphite, lignite or organic matters with a high hydrocarbon ratio. (Jin et al. 2018.) Secondly,
materials with high content of carbonates cannot be treated by pressure oxidation in a closed
autoclave, since metals carbonates are transformed to metals oxides and CO2, thus
consuming more oxygen and forming larger gaseous part in a reactor. In this case, the
additional step of decarbonization should be conducted prior to pressure oxidation, that is
accompanied by CO2 release to the atmosphere. Moreover, carbonaceous ores cause
absorption of gold from CN-solutions in the downstream extraction process, that is also
called ‘preg-robbing’ effect, thus lowering ultimate percentage of recovered gold (Santiago
and Ladeira 2019.)
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3

MAIN PROCESSING ROUTES FOR REFRACTORY GOLD
ORES PRE-TREATMENT

Generally, flow diagram for gold processing can be described as presented in Figure 4.
However, treatment of refractory ores requires addition of several pre-treatment stages to
the flowsheet. Those stages are aimed at destruction of the sulfide minerals grid and
encapsulating gold particles, thus making it more accessible for the leaching solution and
increasing gold recovery rate in subsequent cyanide-leaching process. The pre-treatment
stages are highlighted in blue in Figure 4.

Figure 4. General flow diagram for gold processing
(Modified from Norgate and Haque 2012, 55.)
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Destruction of sulfide minerals grid is typically based on their oxidizing or partial oxidizing
before cyanide-leaching process. Partial oxidation may be sufficient for passivation of
surface of refractory minerals, or liberation of gold associated with particular minerals.
Complete oxidation is required for more complex materials, for instance, when gold particles
are highly dispersed within, or associated with sulfides. (Marsden and House 2006.)
This chapter describes the main techniques for refractory gold ores and concentrates pretreatment, starting with the most well-investigated pyrometallurgical method and ending
with relatively recent hydrometallurgical methods. Description of processes chemistry and
implementation is provided, and the main advantages and disadvantages of alternative pretreatment techniques are outlined.

Comminution
Comminution is a process by which coarse ore particles are reduced in size to make valuable
components accessible for subsequent separation units. The process of rock destruction
includes operations such as crushing, grinding and separation, and is accompanied by high
energy consumption, that accounts for 35-50% of the total mine costs. (Ballantyne and
Powell 2014).
The shapes and sizes of rock particles, obtained after comminution, are influenced by various
factors such as type of equipment, stress application, duration of the process and particular
characteristics of materials. Ofori-Sarpong and Amankwah (2011) investigated influence of
four different equipment types on gold grain size distribution and gold morphology and
indicated that the highest enrichment ratio was obtained with hammer mill utilization, while
use of vibratory pulveriser has shown the lowest enrichment ratio.
The degree of comminution is influenced by main aspects such as the liberation size of gold,
characteristics of gangue minerals, and further gold recovery methods. The optimal particle
size mainly depends on economics since it is necessary to consider various factors such as
gold recovery, processing costs, and comminution costs. (Marsden and House 2006.)
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Concentration
Ore concentration is a process conducted prior to cyanidation in the majority of flowsheets
nowadays which is generally aimed at improving the quality of the ore. Concentration allows
to: reduce weight fraction and increase content of valuable material in it; separate valuable
part from the part which does not contain gold in order to decrease amount of bulk in the
feed of downstream processes; to reject a part of raw material which could cause negative
impact on the downstream operations (e.g. CN-consuming minerals, gold-adsorbing
carbonaceous materials and acid-consuming carbonates). (Marsden and House 2006.)
Despite the fact that a certain amount of valuable metals is removed along with rejected part
of the ore, the cost savings achieved by reducing a volume of treated material in downstream
operations are significant, that makes concentration process economically viable. (Marsden
and House 2006.)
Commonly used concentration techniques are gravity and floatation concentration. The
choice among these processes depends on ore mineralogy and gold content in the
unprocessed ore. (Gül et al. 2012.)
Gravity
Gravity is a process which allows to concentrate mineral or metal of interest based on the
difference between specific gravity of valuable material and gangue minerals. For instance,
the specific gravity of gold is 19.5 and that of quartz, which is typical gangue mineral
associated with gold, is 2.65. Hence, gravity process is based on a separation of heavy
(metals) and light (gangue minerals) fractions of ores. Other factors that may affect gravity
concentration are weight, size and shape of particles. (Burt 1999.)
Gravity concentration is one of the oldest and well-investigated means of mineral
processing. However, invention of flotation has decreased its use. Gravity is nowadays
considered to be a process suitable only when satisfactory result cannot be achieved by other
means or when cost and effort to improvement is too high. (Burt 1999.)
The application of gravity concentration prior to cyanidation or other leaching processes can
often increase gold recovery since it allows to recover coarse gold particles prior to chemical
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treatment and process them separately. Separation of coarse gold particles also has positive
effect on leaching duration as they require longer retention time in comparison to thinner
particles. (Marsden et al. 2006.)
Flotation
There are several options to conduct flotation of gold-bearing materials which already
contain floatable minerals (Marsden and House 2006):
•

flotation of free gold and gold present in sulfide minerals to produce a high-grade
concentrate. The obtained product can be then treated by cyanide-leaching, regrinding
+ cyanide-leaching, intensive cyanidation, pre-oxidation + cyanidation, or smelted
directly;

•

flotation of sulfides to produce sulfide-free “tailings”, and treat them by downstream
cyanidation;

•

flotation of carbonates, carbonaceous material, or other high-active matter that can
cause negative impact in subsequent operations;

•

differential flotation which goal is to separate different types of materials, such as gold,
pyrite, arsenopyrite, and gold-bearing pyrite.

The process of flotation is based on removal of valuable materials from the aqueous solution
into an alternative medium which in this case is air. Usually certain reagents are used for
flotation which are broadly classified as (1) collectors, (2) activators, (3) depressants, (4)
dispersants, or (5) frothers. The selection of particular type of reagents is influenced by many
factors such as ore characteristics, target grade of a concentrate, gold recovery, and share of
other constituents in the ore. (Marsden and House 2006.)
pH of the slurry is the main chemical effect besides reagents type. In last decades, some
researches were conducted to reduce costs of reagents and to develop new types of reagents
that are stable over a wide range of pH level. (Dunne 2005.)

Oxidative roasting
Oxidative roasting is a well investigated pyrometallurgical method which is implemented at
many gold-producing plants all over the world including some of the main world gold
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producers such as Fairview (South Africa), Goldstrike (USA) and Carlin (USA). The
objective of the process is to produce high-porous material (cinter) which can be easily
leached in downstream cyanidation process. It is based on material heating up to 450-820℃,
which is followed by minerals oxidation and deformation. (Marsden and House, 2006.)
During roasting, both carbonaceous and sulfide materials are oxidized, thus encapsulating
gold particles and increasing gold recovery in subsequent leaching operations. Oxidation of
carbonaceous materials results in carbon dioxide release. (Jin et al. 2018.)
Oxidative roasting can be performed in a single- or two-stage processes, whose selection is
driven by ore type. In the single-stage roasting, material is roasted directly in oxidizing
atmosphere. It is usually suitable for materials with low arsenic content (normally <3%). In
the two-stage option, ore or concentrate is firstly treated under reduction conditions, with a
production of porous intermediate material, and only then in oxidative atmosphere to
complete a process. (Marsden and House 2006, 206.)
3.3.1 Chemistry of the process
Iron sulfides
Under oxidizing conditions (i.e. with low sulfur content in the gas phase), the following
oxidation reactions of pyrite and pyrrhotite take place (Equations (1) – (3)):
3#$%& + 8)& ↔ #$+ ), + 6%)&

(1)

3#$% + 5)& ↔ #$+ ), + 3%)&

(2)

4#$+ ), + )& ↔ 6#$& )+

(3)

The reactions are exothermic, that means they do not require an external source of heat to
proceed.
In the reduction atmosphere (i.e. in sulfur and sulfur dioxide rich atmosphere) pyrite is
decomposed to pyrrhotite and sulfur in accordance to the Equation (4):
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#$%& ↔ #$%(1) + %(3)

(4)

Unlike oxidation reactions, the reduction is endothermic, and requires excessive heat supply
from the outside or from the heat of other exothermic reactions. In this process, the sulfur
migrates from the internal part of the minerals to their surface and then volatizes, leaving a
porous and spongy pyrrhotite structure.
Once the sulfur is volatilized, it is immediately oxidized to the sulfur dioxide according to
exothermic reaction, described in Equation (5):
%(3) + )& (3) ↔ %)& (3)

(5)

In case of implementing the second stage, pyrrhotite from the Equation (4) will be
sequentally oxidized to magnetite and hematite according to the Equations (2) and (3).
Precise application of the two-stage oxidative roasting allows to obtain high-porous spongy
product with a high surface area. (Marsden and House 2006, 206.)
Arsenopyrite
The oxidation of arsenopyrite proceeds as follows:
12#$61% + 29)& ↔ 4#$+ ), + 661& )+ + 12%)&

(6)

The magnetite (Fe3O4) is then oxidized to hematite (Fe2O3) as shown in Equation (3). In the
reduction atmosphere the following reactions with a production of gaseous arsenic occur:
#$61%(1) ↔ #$%(1) + 61(3)

(7)

Similar to pyrite oxidation in the two-stage process, pyrrhotite from the Equation (7) is
oxidized to magnetite and, subsequently, to hematite as in Equations (2) and (3). The
volatilized arsenic from the Equation (7) is then rapidly oxidized to arsenic trioxide in a
presence of oxygen:
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461(3) + 3)& (3) ↔ 261& )+ (3)

(8)

Depending on the roasting conditions, the arsenic trioxide can be oxidized to arsenic
pentoxide:
61& )+ (1) + )& (3) ↔ 61& )8 (1)

(9)

Equation (9) is significant due to possibility of subsequent undesirable reaction between
arsenic pentoxide and hematite which results in formation of ferric arsenate according to the
Equation (10):
#$& )+ (1) + 61& )8 (1) ↔ 2#$61), (1)

(10)

Ferric arsenate (FeAsO4) is typically a nonporous solid material which tends to occlude gold
particles and increases gold extraction in the following leaching process.
Other arsenic minerals (realgar AsS or orpiment As2S3) are oxidized to arsenic trioxide or
pentoxide and sulfur dioxide:
461% + 7)& ↔ 261& )+ +4S)&

(11)

261& %+ + 9)& ↔ 261& )+ +6S)&

(12)

3.3.2 Process implementation
The feed to the roaster may either be in a form of slurry or pulp (fluidize bed roasters) or in
a form of a dry matter (fluidize bed roasters, multiple hearth). The selection depends on heat
balance of the process. Thus, materials with higher moisture content require more sulfur in
the feed to maintain an autothermal mode of the process and avoid heat supply from the
outside.
Several types of equipment can be used for the operation: multiple hearth roaster, fluidize
bed roaster, or circulating fluidize bed roaster. To estimate roaster performance, the
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following parameters are considered: relative throughput per unit area, gas-solids mixing,
bed temperature control, gas composition control, solids retention time, and ability to roast
whole ore.
The most important off-gases produced are sulfur dioxide and arsenic trioxide. Other
emissions are carbon CO2, CO, Hg, TeOx, SeOx and TeOx. Sulfur dioxide is typically treated
by catalytic conversion into sulfur trioxide and subsequent adsorption into sulfuric acid to
form oleum (H2S2O7):
:& %), + %)+ ↔ :& %& );

(13)

For low-arsenic gases wet scrubbing is a sufficient technique. However, higher amounts of
arsenic require more complicated treatment. They are usually condensed and recovered in a
relatively pure form by reducing temperature from 360℃ to 120℃ or lower. (Marsden and
House 2006.) Low amounts of mercury can be recovered from the gas stream by alkaline
scrubbing systems. If the mercury content is high, it requires treatment by HgCl2 scrubbing,
H2SO4 scrubbing, NaSCN scrubbing, and filtration through a packed bed sulfide
impregnated carbon.

Pressure oxidation
Pressure oxidation is conducted at elevated pressure and temperature in autoclaves. This
allows to reach high rates of sulfides oxidation, and to release thin gold particles for
subsequent cyanide leaching process.
The development of pressure oxidation has started in 1980s, thus providing an alternative to
pyrometallurgical techniques. The first pressure-oxidation plant was commissioned in1985
at the Homestake McLaughlin (USA). (Thomas 2005.) Nowadays it is considered to be a
highly effective process for refractory gold ores and concentrates treatment. It allows to
reach gold recovery up to 98%, at the duration of the process of only 1-1.5 hours.
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Barrick (USA), Newmont (USA), São Bento (Brazil), and Polymetal (Russia) are large gold
producers which implement this technology.
3.4.1 Chemistry of the process
A process of pressure oxidation can be performed differently, with variations in temperature,
leaching solutions (alkaline or acidic), and pressure. Acidic media is the most common
leaching solution for pressure oxidation since it shows greater gold recovery and requires
less residence time. However, neutral or alkaline aqua media can be also used for refractory
materials oxidation in autoclaves.
Acidic pressure oxidation
Equations (14) – (16) describe pressure oxidation at temperatures greater than 175℃:
2#$%& + 7)& + 2:& ) → 2#$%), + 2:& %),
=

(14)

2#$%), + :& %), + & )& → #$& (%), )+ + :& )

(15)

#$& (%), )+ + 3:& ) → #$& )+ (↓) + 3:& %),

(16)

It is important to convert ferrous sulfate to ferric sulfate according to the Equation (15) since
ferrous sulfate can consume cyanide in a downstream leaching operation, that elevates
operating costs. (Thomas 2005.)
Kinetic factors should be taken into account. For instance, at temperatures below 175℃
elemental sulfur is formed, that negatively influences further cyanide leaching. Figure 5
illustrates a dependence of different sulfur forms (S2-, SO42- and S0) on a temperature of an
autoclave oxidation process. (Thomas 2005.)
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Figure 5. Oxidation of sulfides at Ph ≤ 3.
(Thomas 2005, 343.)

3.4.2 Process description
The entire process of pressure oxidation consists of three main stages, namely feed
preparation, oxidation, and neutralization of autoclave products.
Figure 6 illustrates a process of acidic pressure oxidation of refractory gold concentrates,
also known as Sherritt-Gordon process. Sherritt-Gordon process is a pressure oxidation in
water, which reacts with sulfides and forms sulfuric acid solution (H2SO4), thus allowing to
conduct an oxidation in acidic media. (Zakharov and Meretukov 2013, 239.)
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Figure 6. Acidic pressure-oxidation process flowchart
1 – tank for decarbonization; 2 – autoclave vessel; 3 – flash tank; 4, 7 – washing thickeners; 5 – tanks in
carbon absorption circuits; 6 – desorption, regeneration and gold bars production circuits; 8 – conditioning
tank; 9 – main thickener; 10 – agitation tank; 11 – cooling tower.
(Adapted and translated from Zakharov and Meretukov 2013, 239.)

Feed preparation processes includes grinding and decarbonization operations. The goal of
decarbonization is to destroy carbonate materials and convert them to carbon dioxide
released to the atmosphere, and metal oxide which remains in the solution. For
decarbonization sulfuric acid is added to the tank with agitator (1) until pH is maintained at
the level of 1.8-3. The slurry is then fed to the autoclave (2) and sufficient amount of water
is added to the vessel. The exothermic reactions of sulfides oxidation allow to conduct a
process autogeniously. However, if the sulfur content is low, the pulp is subjected to preheating.
Pressure oxidation is typically conducted in horizontal multi-chamber titanium vessels with
internal acid-resistant layer and agitators. The temperature of the process varies from 400 to
560℃ and the pressure of oxygen ?@A is 0.2-1.5 MPa. The sealed vessels make a process
effective for heat transfer and oxygen distribution. (Naboychenko and Yun 1995.) The steam
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from the autoclave is collected in a flash tank (3). The oxidized slurry is then cooled,
thickened in thickeners (4), and neutralized with lime milk. This operation is needed to lower
pH of a slurry and prepare it for downstream cyanidation, which is performed in agitated
vessels (5). The given flowchart includes CIL process, which means that activated carbon is
added directly to cyanidation reactors. Carbon is then separated treated in gold recovery
circuits (6). The residue produced in thickeners (4) and (7) is then neutralized (10),
dewatered and directed to landfills. The steam of the hot pulp is condensed in a cooling tower
(11).
To sum up, pressure oxidation is a high-efficient method for both ores and concentrates
processing. Although it requires high capital and maintenance costs, it allows to recover up
to 98% of gold. In combination with short duration, this process is one of the best options
for refractory gold-bearing materials pre-treatment.
However, there are several issues related to the process, such as need for high-qualified
personnel, production of acidic solutions, and excessive expenditures while treating
materials with high content of sulfur. Conway and Gale (1990) have proven that autoclave
sizing is directly influenced by the quantity of sulfur processed. Excessive content of sulfur
in an autoclave feed (>6%) may lead to the necessity to dilute pulp with cold water, thus
increasing a liquid-to-solid ratio and, therefore, sizes of the autoclaves, that ultimately
influences capital and maintenance costs, and water consumption rates.

Bacterial oxidation
The technology of bacterial oxidation is considered a proven commercial technique for the
processing of refractory sulfide gold concentrates which enables to increase gold recovery
rates up to 95%. (Miller and Brown 2005.) It has been applied successfully since 1986 to
improve the gold recovery rate in the downstream cyanide-leaching process. (Van Aswegen
et al. 1989.) Bacterial oxidation has been shown to be suitable for processing of a wide range
of refractory concentrates of different chemical and mineralogical composition. Commercial
experience has shown that this technology can be economically competitive, is relatively
simple, and is sustainable. (Miller and Brown 2005.) It is implemented by such gold
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producers, as Fairview (South Africa), São Bento (Brazil), Harbour Lights (Western
Australia), Ashanti (Ghana), and Beaconsfield (Tasmania). (Miller and Brown 2005.)
3.5.1 Chemistry of the process
The mechanism of bacterial oxidation can be direct or indirect. The direct mechanism means
physical contact of bacteria with sulfide minerals, whose reaction with dissolved oxygen
results in conversion of sulfide sulfur to sulfate or elemental sulfur. (Mubarok et al. 2016.)
Equations (17) – (20) describe the direct bacterial oxidation of sulfide minerals.
CDEFGHID

2#$%& + 7)& + 2:& ) J⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯L 2#$ &M + 2%),&N + 4:M
CDEFGHID

4#$% + 8)& + 2:& %), J⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯L 4#$ &M + 6%),&N + 4:M
CDEFGHID

4#$61% + 13)& + 6:& ) J⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯L 4#$ &M + 6%),&N + 12:M + 461),
CDEFGHID

OP#$%& + )& + 2:& %), J⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯L #$ &M + OP&M + 2%),&N + 2% + 2:& )

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

In indirect oxidation, ferrous and ferric ions are oxidized and reduced in the solution–mineral
phase boundary, which is described in Equation (21) (Sand et al. 2001.):
CDEFGHID

#$ &M + 1Q4 )& + :M J⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯L #$ +M + 1Q2 :& )

(21)

As a result of the aforementioned chemical reactions, gold particles are unlocked from
sulfide minerals and then easily leached by cyanide solution, hence increasing gold recovery.
Equation (22), which is also known as Elsner’s equation, describes the dissolution of gold
in a cyanide solution.
46P + 8RSOR + )& + 2:& ) → 4RS6P(OR)& + 4RS):

(22)
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3.5.2

Process description

A typical bacterial oxidation process flow includes stages such as crushing and milling to
reduce ore particles, flotation to produce a concentrate, bacterial oxidation in tanks and
further cyanide-leaching to recover gold. Although the process of bacterial oxidation seems
to be quite simple, the complexity of the overall plant and integration of the bacteriatreatment unit into the process flow is individual for each project. Some plants include the
bacterial oxidation circuit in other stages of the process. For instance, the Beaconsfield gold
plant in Tasmania integrated bacterial oxidation into a gravity/flotation circuit. (Pinches et
al. 2000.)
Before oxidation, the ground concentrate is diluted to a solids content in the feed of 15-20%.
The mixture of concentrate and water is called pulp. Bacteria oxidation of concentrates is an
exothermic reaction, which means that heat is released during the process. Since the process
requires a certain temperature, the reactors are cooled with water to maintain a set
temperature at the level of 42-50˚C in order to provide appropriate conditions for the bacteria
population. The set temperature varies depending on the bacteria culture used in the process.
(Kondrat’eva et al. 2015.). Overall residence time in the majority of cases is 5-6 days for
complete oxidation and 3-4 days for partial oxidation.
The process is generally implemented in a chain of sequential agitated aerated reactors,
which can be configurated in two different ways. The first one is a 3-1-1-1 sequence, which
means that a system of three primary reactors work in parallel and three secondary reactors
work in series. Another approach, the 4-1-1 sequence, comprises four primary reactors in
parallel and two sequential secondary reactors. The practice of dividing feed equally
between primary reactors and entering partly processed material to the series of sequent
reactors is commonly used in hydrometallurgy. It allows ensuring sufficient residence time
for bacteria growth and division in the primary reactors and effective oxidation in the
secondary reactors. The 4-1-1 sequence allows increase in plant throughput and, therefore,
the rate of gold production. (Miller and Brown 2005.)
When bacterial oxidation is complete, the pulp is taken to downstream solid/liquid
separation and washing in a three-staged counter-current decantation (CCD) system or
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filtration system, which is more favorable than counter-current decantation due to its lower
water footprint. (Miller and Brown 2005.)
Once the liquor is separated from the solid part, it needs to be neutralized. The neutralization
circuit includes a sequential series of agitated reactors, which are supplied with limestone.
The quality of neutralization can be increased if limestone is replaced with lime. The residue
produced during neutralization contains ferric arsenate (FeAsS), which can be safely
dispatched to tails as a stable compound. Several studies have investigated parameters for
the production of ferric arsenate, which provides long-term environmental stability. (Krause
and Ettel 1989; Halder et al. 2018.) The main requirement for this compound to be stable is
a specific Fe-to-As ratio. The water obtained from filtration of neutralized products can be
reused in the bacterial oxidation circuit.
Gold cyanide-leaching process requires a pH value at the level of 10-10.5 because of
hazardous HCN emissions occurring in an acidic environment (pH < 6) as a side-effect of
the acid character of the oxidized residue. To avoid harmful prussic acid emissions, lime is
added to control the pH level. Gold can then be extracted using sorption or electrowinning
techniques. Sorption methods include carbon-in-pulp (CIP), carbon-in-leach (CIL), resin-inpulp (RIP) and resin-in-leach (RIL) processes. Electrowinning, or the Merrill-Crowe
process, uses zinc dust for gold precipitation.
The main problems arising in the process are excessive reagents consumption (CaO and
NaCN), long duration, vulnerability to the composition of the treated materials, and
insufficient rates of gold recovery. High cyanide consumption is caused by a presence of
cyanicides. (Deschênes 2005.) This results in elevated costs on detoxication of cyanide
effluents.
However, the bacterial oxidation has some advantages over other process alternatives. It
requires much less capital and maintenance costs, and does not produce hazardous gaseous
emissions of SO2 and As2O3 in comparison to roasting technology. It allows to transfer
arsenic to stable compounds by crystallization from the solution, which makes it possible to
landfill it safely. (Thomas and Cole 2005.)
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Ultra-fine grinding
The goal of ultra-fine grinding is to introduce a high tension in a sulfide mineral crystal
lattice. As a result, mineral structure is deformed, that increases surface area of the mineral
and makes it possible for cyanide solution to reach encapsulated gold further.
A good example of a technology which includes ultra-fine grinding is the Albion ProcessTM,
developed by Xstrata PLC in 1994. The process is based on ultra-fine grinding with
subsequent leaching in atmospheric conditions.
3.6.1 Chemistry of the process
The Albion ProcessTM is carried out at a close to neutral pH (6-7), that requires limestone
addition to the slurry. The overall pyrite leach reaction will be the following:
#$%& + 15/4)& + 9/2:& ) + 2OSO)+ → #$) ∙ ): + 2OS%), ∙ 2:& ) +
+ 2O)&

(23)

No elemental sulfur is formed during leaching at neutral pH, that greatly reduces cyanide
consumption in comparison to bacterial and pressure oxidation. Arsenopyrite is oxidized
according to the Equation (24):
#$61% + 7/2)& + 4:& ) + OSO)+ → #$61), ∙ 2:& ) + OS%), ∙ 2:& ) +
+ O)&

(24)

The conditions of Albion leaching allow to form an environmentally stable crystalline
compound of ferric arsenate (FeAsO4 ∙ 2H2O) which can be safely disposed at the end of the
process.
Tellurides are also oxidized well under neutral conditions. However, increase of pH to 9 can
accelerate the process of minerals decomposition, so that hydrated lime can be added to the
pulp in the final stage of the process. Leaching of telluride minerals occurs according to the
following reaction:
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636PV$ + 2)& → V$)& + 6P) + 63)

(25)

3.6.2 Process description
A process flowsheet is presented in Figure 7. (Albionprocess.com 2019.) A refractory gold
concentrate is grinded to the size of 80% passing 10 Wm. Chemical and mechanical activation
of sulfide minerals improves the rate of subsequent oxidation. The oxidation is conducted in
a series of agitated reactors under atmospheric pressure with addition of lime and oxygen.
Exothermic reactions of sulfides oxidation allow to reach the required temperature (90-95℃)
autogenically. Besides gold liberation, ultra-fine grinding reduces gold passivation by other
products of the leach reaction. Vessels for oxidative leaching were designed by Xstrata PLC
especially for the Albion ProcessTM. The design was aimed at achieving the oxygen mass
transfer at low capital and operating costs. Oxygen is supplied via supersonic injection
lances, and the pulp is agitated in the reactor. After leaching the produced slurry is cooled
and directed to cyanide leaching with CIP sorption. (Albionprocess.com 2019.)

Figure 7. Albion processTM flowsheet for refractory gold concentrates
(Albionprocess.com 2019)
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Overall, the process is a credible alternative to hydrometallurgical operations of pressure and
bacterial oxidation. It requires less capital and maintenance costs than pressure oxidation
with the similar rate of gold recovery, that is much greater than that of bio-leaching.
Compared to both bacterial and pressure oxidation, Albion ProcessTM has lower rates of
sodium cyanide consumption due to the absence of elemental sulfur in the leaching product.
Alymore and Jaffer (2012) compared operating costs for different treatment options. They
have found, that although UFG requires a lot of electricity for grinding, the total amount of
operating costs is lower than those fore pressure and bacterial oxidation.

Leaching
There are several leaching technologies to extract gold from ores. However, nowadays
cyanide-leaching is used more frequently. Other alternative processes such as thiosulfate,
thiocyanate, thiourea, bromide, iodide and chlorine/chloride solutions has not been used
commercially or has been used in the past.
Alternatives to cyanidation are considered to have several advantages due to lower
environmental impact and legislation restrictions, faster kinetics, possibility to be used in
acidic solutions, and higher selectivity for gold and silver over other metals present in ores,
such as copper. However, they also have some significant disadvantages, and none of them
are applied widely. Several potential processes have been tested in laboratories, but none
were commercially applied on a large scale.
Cyanidation has been implemented for gold recovery since late 19th century, and still is the
most wide-used solution for gold producers. This method is high-effective and does not
require high costs. The cyanide ion allows to oxidize gold and to form a stable complex ion
[Au(CN2)-] in a slurry which is then treated by various recovery methods to adsorb gold.
(Deschênes 2005.) It can be described by the Equation (26), which is also known as Elsner’s
equation:
46P + 8RSOR + )& + 2:& ) → 4RS6P(OR)& + 4RS):

(26)
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Chemistry of the process is based on gold dissolution in cyanide salts, which are compounds
of carbon and nitrogen with potassium (KCN) or sodium (NaCN) in the presence of oxygen.
The process of cyanide leaching requires high pH due to formation of prussic acid (HCN) in
acidic environment, which is a hazardous gaseous compound.
The rate of gold dissolution is mainly affected by cyanide and oxygen concentrations,
temperature, pH, surface area of gold particles, intensity of agitation and mass transfer, and
presence of other ions in a solution. It is also known that sulfides not only consume oxygen
and cyanide, but also form a coating on gold grains, which is also called “passivation”. This
passive layer causes negative effect on process kinetics and overall gold extraction. Gold
passivation can be minimized by nitrate addition. (Deschênes 2005.)
It is worth mentioning that environmental issues, increasing gold prices, and growing share
of complex low-grade ores, cause the necessity to develop new effective alternative methods
for gold leaching. (Baz et al. 2017.)
Thiosulphate leaching is considered to be an effective process alternative to cyanide
leaching for gold extraction. Interest in developing non-cyanide gold recovery methods
arises from concerns regarding cyanide toxicity and inability to be used for carbonaceous
ores and concentrates. Thiosulfate leaching can be effectively used for gold recovery from
preg-robbing carbonaceous ores, with less harm to the environment. (Aylmore and Muir
2001; Aylmore 2005.)
The process uses thiosulfate (%& )+&N ) and is conducted in alkaline media, in thiosulphateammonia-copper system, and with air supply. Copper ions are used as catalytic to dissolve
gold in thiosulphate according to the Equation (27):
46P + )& + 8%& )+&N + 2:& ) → 46P(%& )+ )+N
& + 4):

(27)

For gold recovery from solution polymeric ion-exchange resins are used. Carbon adsorption
is not effective in this case due to the low ability to absorb gold thiosulfate on the carbon.
However, there are some studies aimed at development of carbon absorption. Thus, Lulham
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and Lindsay (1991) patented an idea of adding trace amounts of cyanide to produce a stable
gold cyanide complex with subsequent absorption on activated carbon.
Despite the fact that thiosulfate is considered a non-toxic and high-kinetics alternative to
cyanide, it also has significant disadvantages. It results in higher reagents consumption and
overall process costs in comparison to cyanide leaching. In addition, thiosulfate is a
metastable compound which can decompose to polythionates and sulfate whilst consuming
O2, or to toxic sulfide ion in an absence of oxygen or under reducing conditions. (Aylmore
and Muir 2004.)

Recovery

Carbon absorption
The use of activated carbon for gold recovery from cyanide solutions has started in the last
quarter of the 20th century. It has replaced the Merrill-Crowe zinc cementation process and
allowed to treat low-grade ores (e.g. clay ores) and increase metal recovery whilst decreasing
capital and operating costs. (Staunton 2005.)
Activated carbon for gold recovery is mainly either granular coconut-shell carbon or peatbased extruded carbon. The selection of carbon is driven by gold-loading kinetics, goldloading capacity, elution kinetics, rate of gold elution, durability, wet density and particle
size distribution. (Staunton 2005.)
There are two main pathways to recover gold using activated carbon, namely CIP (Carbonin-Pulp) and CIL (Carbon-in-Leach) processes. CIP process is a well-investigated method
to recover gold from cyanide-leach slurries. In the process, carbon is usually introduced
counter-current in mechanically agitated tanks with the slurry. In CIL-process the operations
of leaching and absorption are performed simultaneously in the same tank. This technique
is considered a modification of CIP-process and has several advantages over it. Thus, it
requires lower capital costs and results in higher gold recovery rates from ores which contain
gold-adsorbing components. (Marsden and House 2006.)
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Resins absorption
The use of ion-exchange resins has been investigated since 1940s. The first researches have
been performed in USA, Romania, South Africa and the former USSR. Thus, the plant
located in western Uzbekistan (Muruntau operation) decided to use ion-exchange resins for
gold absorption due to its experience in resin technology for uranium extraction. (Marsden
and House 2006.)
Ion-exchange resins are synthetic materials presented as an inert matrix with surface
functional groups, such as amines and esters. The functional groups can exchange ions with
other similarly charged ions in solution. Similar to carbon absorption, resins can be
implemented in RIP (Resin-in-Pulp) and RIL (Resin-in-Leach) configurations.
Zinc cementation
The use of zinc is a part of Merrill-Crowe process, which has been implemented since 1888.
The process shows traditional cementation reaction with a presence of oxidation and
reduction. In the last quarter of 20th century it was mainly substituted with CIP/CIL
operations. However, it is preferred over carbon-based processes for gold recovery from
solutions with higher silver/gold ratio. (Walton 2005.) Zinc cementation process also has the
advantage of being able to handle instabilities of gold grade in the feed. (Marsden and House
2006.)
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4

REFRACTORY ORES PROCESSING IN RUSSIA

The share of refractory gold ores among other raw materials for gold recovery in Russia is
already around 40% and will grow even more. Refractory ore is treated by major gold
producers in Russia, that can be seen from the Table 4.

Table 4. The largest gold producers in Russia in 2018.
#

Company

Tons of Gold

Treatment of refractory ore

1

Poluys Gold

75,77

Yes

2

Polymetal PLC

29,9

Yes

3

Kinross Gold Russia

15,2

No

4

Uzhuralzoloto

15,1

No

5

Petropavlovsk PLC

13,1

Yes

In Russia, gold manufacturers tend to avoid pyrometallurgical methods of ore treatment and
pay more attention to hydrometallurgical technologies such as pressure oxidation and bioleaching. For example, Polyus Gold employs bio-oxidation, and Polymetal PLC and
Petropavlovsk PLC utilize pressure oxidation.

Polyus Gold
This company is the largest gold producer in Russian Federation with annual production of
75,77 t of gold. Refractory sulfide ores treated at Polyus are mined at Olimpiada deposit,
which is currently the largest Company’s operation. Nowadays, the Olimpiada mine
accounts for over a half of the Company’s gold output, and approximately 50% of gold is
presented in sulfide ores. To treat refractory sulfide ores, company employs BIONORD, its
proprietary bio-oxidation technology. In 2018, Polyus produced 1 321,7 koz or 41,1 t of gold
from Olimpiada deposit, that means that almost 21 t of gold was recovered from refractory
raw materials. The location of Olimpiada mine is presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Location of Olympiada Deposit
(Source: http://www.polyus.com/en)

Polymetal PLC
The second large gold-producing company in Russia is Polymetal PLC, with 29,9 tons of
gold produced in 2018 or around 15 tons of gold produced from refractory ore. Polymetal
PLC has deposits and factories in different parts of Russian Federation. However, this study
focuses on refractory gold ores treatment, and the only refractory gold deposits are
Mayskoye and Albazino, ore from which is treated at the Amursk POX hub (all highlighted
in yellow circles). The Albazino deposit is located quite close to the processing plant, while
Mayskoye is much further. The transportation of the ore from the Mayskoye deposit is done
by ship, and the distance is around 6 500 km.
The locations of Polymetal PLC main sites can be seen from the Figure 9, and refractory ore
deposits and POX-Hub are highlighted in yellow circles.
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Figure 9. Location of actives of Polymetal PLC (refractory ore operations highlighted in yellow circles)
(Source: polymetalinternational.com)

Petropavlovsk PLC
Petropavlovsk PLC is fifth gold producer in Russia and third company which is treating
refractory gold ore. It accounts for 13,1 t of gold produced in 2018. Petropavlovsk’s key area
of focus is the Amur region in Russian Far East, where it has operated since 1994.
Refractory gold raw materials are treated by pressure oxidation at the POX Hub. The POX
Hub is a strategic project for the Company, which gives the opportunity to unlock the value
embedded within 9.6 Moz of its own refractory ore resources. The POX Hub was integrated
to already existing facility at the Company’s first mine. The process capacity of four
autoclaves at the POX Hub is up to 500 kt of refractory gold concentrate per annum. Location
of the Petropavlovsk PLC main sites is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Location of actives of Petropavlovsk PLC
(Source: Pertropavlovsk-2018.com)

Conclusions
It can be seen from this chapter that the main process techniques for refractory ore treatment
in Russia are hydrometallurgical processes of bio-oxidation and pressure oxidation. Other
process alternatives, such as Albion and roasting are not employed for refractory ores
treatment in Russia.
Avoidance of roasting in Russian Federation is driven mainly by its potential hazardous
impact on the environment caused by gaseous emissions, and strict regulations in the country
regarding pyrometallurgical technologies. However, it was proven by Charitos et al. (2013,
517) that roasting is a prospective method for refractory gold ore treatment, which allows
safe recovery of hazardous gases from the process and their further treatment to produce
concentrated and stable compounds. Moreover, authors outlined other advantages of roasting
in comparison to alternative treatment options. For instance, there is a possibility of energy
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recovery from the heat which is generated during the roasting process as a result of
autothermal chemical reactions of sulfide minerals oxidation. Furthermore, SO2 produced
by sulfides oxidation can be a source for sulfuric acid production, which is also accompanied
with heat generation from the following chemical reactions:
•

the oxidation of SO2 to SO3,

•

the absorption of SO3 and sulfuric acid formation, and

•

the condensation of water and dilution of acid in the process gas stream inside the drying
tower.

Thus, if H2SO4 plant is located close to the roasting plant, it can be not only economically
efficient solution due to sulfuric acid production as a commercial product, but also a possible
way to increase energy efficiency by heat recovery and decrease environmental load from
energy production.
Albion ProcessTM is a relatively new technique which comprises ultra-fine grinding and
leaching in atmospheric conditions. It is not employed in Russia yet, but it is considered to
be a sufficiently proven and mature technique for refractory gold applications. Albion can
be a competitor to the widely used POX technology since it allows a gold recovery of over
93%, which is comparable to POX. The significant advantages of Albion are low capex and
opex and relatively simple process implementation which does not require highly qualified
personnel. (Clary et al. 2018, 1329.)
It was decided to include two aforementioned techniques as alternative processing routes in
the scope of the study to investigate a feasibility of their implementation at the existing
refractory gold treatment plants in Russian Federation.
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5

METHODOLOGY

A methodology of the research is one of the key aspects for ensuring consistency and quality
of the study. This chapter represents research methods used for this work.
The first and paramount aim of this study was to calculate amount of GHGs to understand
environmental load of gold recovery from refractory ores in Russia. To do that, it was
decided to perform carbon footprint (CFP) assessment. Second objective was to identify
possible paths to reduce environmental load of refractory ores processing in Russia and make
suggestions for future improvements. For this, alternative processing routes were studied
and compared with the existing scenario of refractory gold ores treatment in Russia.
Thus, two research questions (RQ) were formulated:
1. What is the CFP (Carbon Footprint) of gold recovery from refractory ores in Russia?
2. How to minimize GHG emissions and reduce environmental impacts of refractory gold
ores processing in Russia?
In this study, the Cradle-to-Gate LCA approach1 was applied to find answers to the research
questions. Firstly, GHG emission that occur at different stages of the current refractory gold
ore processing in Russia was estimated. After that, the largest possible contributors to GHGs
were identified, and comparative study was performed to investigate impact of other possible
processing routes for refractory ore treatment. Thus, several scenarios were assessed to find
a processing route with the lowest environmental load for gold recovery from refractory ore
in Russia. The scenarios are described further in Chapter 5.2.

1

Cradle-to-Gate LCA is an assessment that includes all parts of products’ life cycle except use or end-of-life

stages.
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Carbon Footprint, or Carbon Profile, is the total amount of GHG emissions (carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide etc.) produced during products’ life cycle. In general, the aim of
conducting CFP research is to quantify the potential impact of a product or a product system
on global warming by defining major GHG emissions and removals occurring at all stages
of the product life cycle. The potential contribution to global warming is normally expressed
in kg CO2-eq.
The CFP for this study was calculated in accordance with ISO 14067:2018 standard. Since
the CFP quantification was performed in the LCA framework, ISO 14040 and ISO 14044
were utilized for the study as well. It is worth noting that ISO 14067:2018 is not the only
standard utilized for carbon footprint assessment. Other existing documents are PAS 2050
and GHG Protocol. However, the ISO standard was chosen to conduct the current research.
The ISO 14067: 2018 is a part of the ISO 14060 family standards, which are generally aimed
at supporting sustainable development through a low-carbon economy by providing explicit,
credible, transparent and consistent data on GHG emission and removals calculation,
monitoring, reporting and validating. Use of the ISO 14060 family also facilitates the
development of strategies to manage GHG and to reduce emissions or improve removals of
GHG. Companies, businesses and stakeholders can benefit and improve their activities by
utilizing information provided in accordance to the ISO 14060 family.
Interaction between different standards of ISO 14060 family is illustrated in Figure 11
(Source: ISO 14067: 2018, 6).
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Figure 11. Interaction between ISO 14060 family standards
(Adjusted from ISO 14067: 2018, 6)

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) approach
Life Cycle Assessment is a methodological framework which allows to estimate load on the
environment of various products including all the stages of their whole life cycle from raw
material acquisition to final disposal or recycling. Through the assessment of processes and
materials flows, LCA could indicate which phases of a product’s life cycle have higher
potential impact on the environment. Furthermore, LCA enables to adjust parameters and
develop more efficient and preferable scenarios to decrease harmful environmental loads
and create more environmentally friendly process routes. The LCA framework consists of
four main phases outlined in Figure 12:
•

goal and scope definition

•

life cycle inventory analysis (LCI)

•

life cycle impact assessment (LCIA)

•

life cycle interpretation.
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Figure 12. Life Cycle Assessment framework
(Adjusted from ISO 14040: 2006, 8)

In the goal and scope definition phase some background information is presented to justify
the need to conduct a study. LCI phase typically includes collection of the data to calculate
all inputs and outputs of the system’s unit processes included in the study. After the data is
analyzed, the LCIA phase is conducted to identify how significant are the environmental
impacts of the studied system. Then, the last stage of life cycle interpretation is finally
conducted to give a critical review to the conducted research.
Availability of data sources is undoubtedly a great concern in conducting LCA. Since high
quality data is commonly confidential for public access, limited information can be found to
be used in LCA purposes. These limitations can decrease quality and reliability of LCA
study by missing important information required for impact assessment.
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Scenarios
The baseline scenario represents the current situation for refractory ore processing in Russia.
It includes POX technique for Polymetall and Petropavlovsk Companies and bio-oxidation
for Polyus Gold. For alternative scenarios studied in this work, it was assumed that each of
four process alternatives for refractory gold treatment is employed at all companies. Thus,
summary on alternative scenarios is presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Processing Scenarios.

Scenario

Baseline

Alternative

Alternative

Alternative

Alternative

Scenario

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Albion

Oxidative

Process

Roasting

Pressure
Description

oxidation +
bio-oxidation

Pressure
oxidation

Bio-oxidation
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6

CARBON FOOTPRINT ASSESSMENT

This chapter presents CFP calculation itself. The main phases of CFP study are the same as
those outlined for LCA (Figure 12). The carbon footprint was calculated for a 100-year time
horizon (GWP) excluding biogenic carbon in kg CO2-equivalent, i.e. with characterization
factors of CO2 = 1, N2O = 298 and CH4 = 25. GWP corresponds the impact of emissions on
the heat radiation adsorption of the atmosphere.
The study was carried out using GaBi (version 8.17.0.18) software program. It worth
mentioning that GaBi is not the only software which allows to conduct LCA studies. There
are also SimaPro, Open LCA and Umberto programs. Although some of them provide plenty
of databases, no open databases for precious metals were found in any of them, so after
comparing advantages and disadvantages of using different LCA software it was decided to
use GaBi in this work. The created process models are presented in Appendix I.

Goal and scope definition of a CFP study
The first step for CFP study is determining goal and scope. Defining explicit goals is crucial
for successful performance of the study and can help to focus on the research questions.
Clear goal definition facilitates organizing and structuring of the study, and can help to
conduct scientific research consistently, without missing important aspects. This chapter
presents goal and scope definition for the CFP study for refractory gold ores processing
performed in accordance with ISO 14067: 2018 standard.
6.1.1 Goal of the study
As noted earlier in the introduction, production of gold from refractory ores results in
approximately 50% higher volume of GHG emissions than recovery from free-milling ores.
At the same time, the share of gold produced from refractory raw materials is growing as the
quality of mineral resources is steadily decreasing. So that, the goal of this study was to
assess CFP of gold recovery from refractory ores in Russia and compare different processing
routes which can possibly substitute current techniques implemented at companies.
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6.1.2 Scope of the study
The scope of a CFP study shall be consistent with the goal of the study (ISO 14067: 2018,
24). This paragraph describes the scope of the work, including definition of functional unit,
system boundaries and cut-off criteria.
Functional Unit
“Functional unit is a quantified performance of a product system for use as a reference unit”.
(SFS EN ISO 14040: 2006, 4).
In the current study, the functional unit for quantification of CFP was 1 kg of gold produced
from refractory sulfide ore. Another option was 1 ton of refractory gold ore processing.
However, since this study is comparative, and different pre-treatment options are considered
in different scenarios, the percentage of gold extraction varies (e.g. for bio-leaching the share
of Au recovery in subsequent cyanidation process is typically less than 85%, while pressure
oxidation allows gold recovery at the level of 95-98%). This means that for production of
the same amount of gold, different volumes of ore are needed in alternative processing
routes. So that, the final choice for functional unit in the scope of this study was 1 kg of gold.
System Boundaries and Cut-off Criteria
The system boundary is outlined in Figure 13 and includes such stages as mining,
comminution, flotation, pre-treatment, cyanide-leaching, carbon absorption, carbon elution,
melting and gold refinery. Transportation occurs two times in defined system boundaries
and requires both maritime and inland transportation.
Phases such as plant construction and manufacturing of equipment and supplementary
materials were excluded from the scope of this work since the impact was considered to be
insignificant for the goal of the study. Water inputs and reagents production (except lime
production which has significant contribution to GHG emissions) are also outside of defined
system boundaries. The production of gold at small-scale facilities was excluded due to
negligible amount of GHG emissions caused by them. Only large-scale gold producers were
taken into account (see in more details in 6.1.3 Geographical Coverage). Since this study
was focused on a carbon footprint, some inputs and outputs of unit processes were not
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covered (e.g. amount of sodium cyanide, reagents for flotation, reagents for carbon elution).
Electricity use for lightning of facilities’ rooms and premises was also not included in the
scope due to insignificant contribution in comparison to other electricity demand within
system boundaries.
Impact of land use change (LUC) was not taken into account due to limitations in data
sources and since it was assumed to be approximately the same for all considered scenarios.
Furthermore, it was complicated to estimate impact of land use change due to uncertainties
in methodology how to allocate LUC to different metals which can be mined from the same
deposit. Emissions of biogenic carbon were also excluded from the scope of the study since
no biomass-derived fuel was used in the model for this work. Use stage and end-of-life stage
were outside of the scope of the study since the study was cradle-to-gate, and the final
product in outlined system boundaries is 1 kg of gold which is processed further to
manufacture various products.
CFP performance tracking was not included in the scope of this study since CFP of gold
production was not assessed over a certain period of time. Also, no partial CFP was included
in the CFP assessment of refractory gold ore processing since there were no stages with
significant potential impact of partial CFP in the determined system boundaries. No CFPPCR was applied for the current work since no published documents on PCR for precious
metals were available. However, PCR Basic Module – Basic Metals was checked for better
understanding of general requirements for CFP assessment. (Environdec.com 2019.)
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Figure 13. Outlined system boundaries for the CFP study.
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6.1.3 Geographical Coverage
The study focuses on refractory gold ore processing in Russia. However, due to limited data
sources, some information was taken from datasets related to other countries’ production,
e.g. electricity, diesel and natural gas production. It was assumed that those processes and,
therefore, their inputs and outputs do not fluctuate significantly while treating refractory gold
ore in different countries. However, sensitivity check was performed for some unit processes
(see in more details in 6.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis).
Transportation undoubtedly contributes a major part of GHG emissions since Russia is a
very vast country with long distances between sites. Mines are not commonly located close
to processing plants, and transportation is needed to transfer ore to a treatment factory, and
from the treatment factory to refining facility. For better understanding of where certain
processes occur and between which sites transportation is needed, Figure 13 was simplified
to Figure 14.

Figure 14. Simplified System Boundaries.

There were two main transportation processes taking place in the studied system. The first
one is between mining & comminution circuit and treatment plant (by ship and by train),
and the second one is between treatment plant and refinery (by train). It was assumed that
all Dore bars produced at companies’ plants are refined at the same facility, namely
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Krasnoyarsk Refinery Plant. The transportation distances were determined by the main sites’
locations of the companies, which are illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Location of refractory gold deposits and treatment plants in Russia.

The summary on transportation distances for the study is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Summary on transportation distances for refractory gold treatment plants in Russia.
From deposits to plants

From plants to refinery

By truck

By ship

By truck

By ship

5 km

N/A

600 km

N/A

Polymetal PLC

1 700 km

6 500 km

4 700 km

N/A

Petropavlovsk PLS

1 545 km

N/A

3 360 km

N/A

Total

3 250 km

6 500 km

8 660 km

N/A

Polyus Gold
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LCA assumptions and LCI of the CFP study
Life cycle inventory includes data gathering for all unit processes which are included in
determined system boundaries. This enables to outline all inputs and outputs of different
stages of product life cycle, and to better understand potential impacts of separate units.
The procedure of conducting LCI was performed according to SFS EN ISO 14044: 2006.
The assessment is a cradle-to-gate study, different pre-treatment options treat the same type
of refractory ore, and final leaching, extracting and refining processes are the same for all
cases. Unit processes included in the study are described further.
6.2.1 Data collection
The research framework typically involves collection of both primary and secondary data.
The data used for this study was mainly of the secondary type and has been gathered from
various scientific papers and disclosed documents of companies found on their web-sites or
calculated. Each data used for this study is accompanied with appropriate references. All
calculations are presented in Appendix II. Estimation of numbers was tried to be avoided for
better accuracy and reliability of the study results.
6.2.2 Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in carrying out the CFP study for refractory gold ore
processing utilizing the LCA approach:
• open-pit mining,
• strip ratio 3 t waste rock per 1 t of ore,
• gold is the main product, not a by-product from other metals recovery,
• the ore is refractory sulfide ore,
• ore grade – 0,6 g Au/t ore,
• mining and comminution occur at one place,
• extraction and recovery (including pre-treatment) occur at one factory,
• gold and silver refining occur at one factory,
• pre-treatment options and gold recovery rates:
- roasting (95% Au)
- pressure oxidation (including decarbonization prior to pressure oxidation) (98% Au)
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- bio-leaching (85% Au)
- ultra-fine grinding + atmospheric leaching (Albion Process) (93% Au)
• extraction process – tank cyanide-leaching
• recovery processes:
- carbon-in-pulp process (CIP)
- electrowinning
- smelting
• Loaded carbon after CIP process contains 3 kgAu/tcarbon (typically it is 2-5 kgAu/tcarbon)
• Doré alloy contains 90% gold and 10% silver and impurities. Note: Norgate and Haque
(2012, 57) assumed for their study that Doré alloy contains 90% gold and 10% silver.
However, Doré alloy also typically contains some impurities, which concentration
depends on the ore treated. For this study it was assumed that amount of impurities after
electrowinning process is not very significant.
• cyanide destruction is outside of the scope of the study
• characteristics of main unit processes do not vary significantly for refractory gold
treatment plants in Russia and other countries
6.2.3 Allocation
It was assumed that gold ore also contains silver, large share of which is recovered to Doré
alloy at the smelting stage. This means, that there is a need to allocate some of environmental
impacts of gold recovery from refractory sulphide ore to silver. There are several methods
to allocate environmental impacts in LCA, and more common ones are based on mass and
economic value. Since the gold price is almost 90 times that of silver (Au – 1445,40 US $
per troy ounce; Ag – 16,28 US $ per troy ounce (https://www.lme.com/enGB/Metals/Precious-metals/), allocation based on economic value will attribute the major
share of environmental impacts to the gold. The gold-silver price ratio was assumed to be
90. Figure 16 illustrates allocation on economic value of gold production from Doré alloy.
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Figure 16. Allocation base on the economic value for gold and silver recovery from refractory ore.

The percentage of data allocated to silver was calculated according to example given in
lecture of Advanced Course in Life Cycle Assessment. (Lecture 2, 2019, Slide 72). Price of
silver is 1,1% of the gold price, and the mass share in Dore bars is 10%. For this case the
allocation factor for silver is 0,011 ∙ 0,1 = 0,0011. That means that 0,11% of all data is
allocated to silver, which is negligible in this study.
6.2.4 Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)
Refractory Ore Mining
Gold is typically produced from hard rock deposits, but there is still a small share of this
metal extracted from loose sediment. Hard rock gold-containing ores are excavated by both
surface (or open-pit) and underground mining methods. The open-pit mining is the most
favorable one, which is applied for most of the gold production in Australia and USA.
(Norgate and Haque 2012, 54.) Open-pit mining is considered to be easier, quicker and less
costly way to extract raw materials for further processing. Gold mining operations in Russia
are also typically surface ones, so open-pit mining was selected as a mining method for this
study. The data for these unit process was taken from Norgate and Haque (2012, 57.) The
main inputs in mining process are diesel for operation of mining equiment (5,3 kg/tore) and
explosives for mining operations (1,7 kg/tore). The production process of diesel for mining
equipment was assumed to be EU-28: Diesel mix at refinery, and all the data for it was also
given in GaBi database.
Comminution
Comminution is a necessary operation required prior to ore processing to enhance metal
extraction and decrease the burden on subsequent operations of ore treatment. The data
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source for this process is also from Norgate and Haque (2012, 57.) The main input of
comminution circuit is electricity, accounting for 17,7 kWh/tore. At the comminution circuit
steel balls are typically needed (depends on the milling method), which wear out over the
years, thus leading to the waste of some amount of steel (0,71 kg/tore).
Flotation
Flotation is a beneficiation process which main goal is to decrease amount of waste rock in
the ore and increase concentration of valuables in the raw material. The output of this process
is a concentrate, which amount is 100 kgconc. per 1 ton of refractory gold ore. (Norgate and
Haque 2012, 57.) In the flotation process 3 kWh electricity is required to process 1 ton of
refractory gold ore. This unit process is also quite water-consuming and requires use of
reagents. However, those are outside of the scope of the study so only energy input was
considered.
Roasting
There is a lack of data for the process parameters of refractory gold roasting. The amount of
inputs and outputs was estimated mainly from Hammerschmidt et al. (2005, 447.) However,
the data on roasting process in that research was given for treating quartz-gold ores with low
amount of sulfur, which requires excessive sulfur addition or higher volumes of fuel for
ensuring sufficient heat balance in the roasting furnace. It cannot be the same for roasting of
refractory sulfide gold ores, but it was assumed that it would not differ significantly in the
scope of the current work. Thus, the main inputs of the roasting process are electricity (2.67
MJ/tore), oxygen (13 kg/tore) and natural gas (1.75 kg/tore).
The process of roasting is accompanied with gaseous emissions of sulfur and arsenic, namely
SO2 (59.5 kg/tore), SO3 (8 kg/tore) and As2O3 (8 kg/tore). The final product of this unit process
is cinter, which amount is 75% mass of the roasting feed material.
The oxygen production process for modelling was chosen to be EU-28: Oxygen (gaseous),
and the data for it was presented in GaBi database. The process of natural gas production for
this study is EU-28: Natural gas mix.
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Decarbonization
The process of decarbonization is needed prior to pressure oxidation to break down
carbonaceous minerals in the concentrate, which presence in autoclave feed can deteriorate
effectiveness of the process. The reagent for this is sulfuric acid, which amount is 12,2 kg/tore
(Appendix II, Calc. 1.) The lime production unit process for the study was assumed to be
US: Quicklime, at plant, and all the data for it was given in GaBi database.
Pressure Oxidation
The process is conducted in autoclaves under high pressure in a presence of oxygen. The
main inputs for pressure oxidation are oxygen (230 kg/tconc.) and electricity (312.5
kWh/tconc.). Water is also required in high volumes, but not considered in this study. The
main outputs of this unit process are oxidized concentrate and H2SO4–containing
wastewater, which is further neutralized by adding lime to the solution, or can be cleaned
and reused for other processes, e.g. for decarbonization. The amount of sulfuric acid in
wastewater is 41.9 kg/100 kgconc. (Appendix II, Calc. 2.) The oxygen production process for
modelling was assumed to be EU-28: Oxygen (gaseous), and the data for it was presented in
GaBi database.
Bacterial Oxidation
For this process, the main inputs are oxygen, water and bacteria mixture. Former two are
outside of the scope of the study. Oxygen consumption for bacterial oxidation is 3.78 kg/tore.
The outputs are oxidized concentrate and acidic solution. The amount of sulfuric acid
solution in this process is 10.34 kg per 100 kg of concentrate or 1 ton of ore (Appendix II,
Calc. 3.) The oxygen production process for modelling was assumed to be EU-28: Oxygen
(gaseous), and the data for it was presented in GaBi database.
Albion process (UFG + Atmospheric Leaching)
The Albion processTM comprises two stages, namely ultra-fine grinding and atmospheric
leaching. At the first stage, electricity is required to grind the concentrate (288 kWh/tconc.).
At the second stage, oxygen is supplied to oxidize sulfide minerals (200 kg/tconc.), and
limestone is added to maintain required pH level (40.3 kg/) (Appendix II, Calc. 4.) The
limestone production unit process for was assumed to be US: Limestone, at mine, and all the
data was presented in GaBi database. The process unit for oxygen production was assumed
to be EU-28: Oxygen (gaseous).
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H2SO4 Neutralization
Sulfuric acid can be cleaned and reused for certain unit processes. However, it is commonly
neutralized with lime and the disposed. The inputs of neutralization process are sulfuric acid
produced either at pressure oxidation or bacterial oxidation stage depending on the selected
scenario. Another input of the is lime, which amount is 333 kg/t #$ %&' (Appendix II, Calc. 5.)
The output is gypsum which can be further utilized as a construction material or safely
dispose at landfill. The lime production process was assumed to be US: Quicklime, at plant,
and all the data for it was given in GaBi database.
Cyanide-Leaching
At this stage, sodium cyanide is added to form a compound of NaAu(CN)/ and extract gold
from the concentrate. The amount of required NaCN is 0.64 kg/tore. The process of
cyanidation is performed in a presence of oxygen, which supply is 3,21 t/tore. Other inputs
are electricity (1.4 kWh/tore) and lime, which is required to maintain pH at the level to ensure
safe performance of the process (2.2 kg/tore) (Appendix II, Calc. 6.) The products of this unit
process are gold cyanide which is further absorbed in CIP-process, and tailings which are
neutralized and landfilled. The tailings neutralization is outside of the scope of the current
study. The lime production process was assumed to be US: Quicklime, at plant, and all the
data for it was given in GaBi database.
Carbon-in-Pulp
At this stage gold is absorbed from the gold-cyanide solution on the surface of activated
carbon for further extraction by electrowinning or other processes. The main inputs of this
stage are activated carbon and electricity. The amount of activated carbon is 18 kg/tore
(Appendix II, Calc. 6), and electricity required for the process is 5.8 kWh/tore. (Norgate and
Haque 2012, 57.) The output of the process is gold-loaded activated carbon.
Electrowinning
At this stage gold is recovered as a metal. The electricity input for this process accounts for
3100 kWh/tAu. Other inputs are steel wool cathodes which are required for metal
precipitation and wear out in time thus leading to some steel waste (0.25 t/tAu). The
hydrochloric acid is also needed for the process (0.49 t/tAu). However, since the amount of
steel wool cathodes waste and hydrochloric acid is small, those inputs were taken out of the
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scope of this work. The output of electrowinning process are gold-silver anodes which still
contain some impurities and demand further refining.
Smelting
Smelting is needed to purify gold-silver anodes from the previous process unit and produce
Dore alloy. Dore alloy contains 90% of gold and 10% if silver and is a final product in the
scope of the current research. Dore bars are then transported to another site, namely to
refining factory, to separate precious metals and manufacture gold and silver bars for sale.
They can also be refined and directly melted to particular products such as jewellery. Natural
gas is required for smelting (6.6 kg per 1 ton of gold). The process of natural gas production
for this study is EU-28: Natural gas mix.
Electricity Production
Since the research was done for Russian area, it was complicated to create the model in GaBi
considering electricity production in Russia. For the study, electricity production in Czech
Republic was assumed to be relatively similar to that in Russia. The share of energy
generation from different sources in Russia and Czech Republic is the following (Hays 2019;
OECD 2019):
•

fossil fuels – 66.3% and 70% respectively,

•

nuclear energy – 16.4% and 17% respectively,

•

renewable energy – 17.2 % and 13% respectively.

So that, the electricity production process for all inputs in this study was assumed to be CZ:
Electricity grid mix. However, it was taken into account further in sensitivity check, and
electricity production in other countries was studied for comparative analysis. Also, it should
be noted that fossil fuels used for electricity generation differ in Russia and Czech Repubic.
Thus, in Russia it mostly origins from natural gas burning (46%), and in Czech Republic –
from coal (35%) and oil (21%) incineration.
Transportation
The inland transportation in this study was assumed to be with GLO: Rail transport cargo –
average, average train, gross tonne weight 1000t / 726t payload capacity. The primary fuel
for vehicles was diesel. The diesel production unit process for the model was assumed to be
EU-28: Diesel mix at refinery, and all the data for it was also given in GaBi database. The
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maritime transportation was assumed to be with GLO: Container ship, 27500 dwt payload
capacity, ocean going fueled with heavy fuel oil. All inputs and outputs of this unit process
were provided by GaBi database. The fuel consumption depended on the selected processing
scenario. The summary of the LCI analysis for refractory gold ore processing is presented
in Table 7.

Table 7. Summary of LCI.
Unit Process

Inputs

Value

Source

Refractory Ore Mining

Diesel Fuela

5,3 kg/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

b

1,7 kg/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

3 t/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

Explosives

b

Waste Rock
a

Comminution

Electricity

17,7

kWh/t

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

ore
Flotation

Steel Ballsa

0,71 kg/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

Electricitya

3 kWh/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

154 g/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

0,1 t/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

0,9 t/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

2,67 MJ/t ore

Estimated

13 kg/t ore

Estimated

1,75 kg/t ore

Estimated

183,2 kg/t ore

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc. 6)

H2SO4

12.2 kg/t ore.

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc. 1)

O2

a

230 kg/t conc.

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

Electricitya

312.5 kWh/t

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.2)

a

Reagents

b

Concentrate
b

Tailings
Pre-treatment

a

Roasting

Electricity
a

O2

a

Natural Gas
b*

CO2

a

Decarbonization
Pressure Oxidation

conc.
b

Bacterial Oxidation

H2SO4

41.9 kg/t ore

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.2)

a

3,78 kg/t ore

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.3)

10.34 kg/t ore

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.3)

200 kg/t conc.

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.4)

288

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.4)

O2

b

H2SO4
UFG

and

TM

Process )
H2SO4

O2

a

Atmospheric
Leaching

a

Electricity
(Albion

conc.
a

Limestone

40,3 kg/t ore.

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.4)

Limea

333

Calculated (Appendix II, Calc.5)

Neutralization
Cyanide-Leaching

kWh/t

kg/t

H2SO4
a

Oxygen

3,21 t/t ore

Estimated

Limea

2,2 kg/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

NaCNa

0,64 kg/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)
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Electricitya
b

Gold Cyanide

1,4 kWh/t ore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

245 kg/t ore

Estimated from Pui Ki Tsang

b

Solution
Carbon-in-Pulp (CIP)

(2014, 75)

Tailingsb

0,1 t/t ore

Activated

3 kg/t ore

Estimated from Pui Ki Tsang

Carbona
5,8 kWh/t ore
Electricitya

0,12 kg/t ore

NaOHa

83 g/t ore

Electricitya

3100

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)
(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)
(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

Hydrochloric acid
Electrowinning

(2014, 75)

kWh/t

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

Au
Steel

Wool
a

Cathodes

0,25 t/t Au

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

Hydrochloric

0,49 t/t Au

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

0,35 GJ/t Au

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

6,6 kg/t Au

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

480 kWh/tDore

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

acida
Natural Gasa

Smelting
Refining

Chlorination Process

a

Electricity

(or

0,48

kWh/kgDore)
a

Chlorine

0,07 t/tDore
(or

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

0,07

kg/kgDore)
Electrolytic

a

Electricity

Process

325 kWh/tAu
(or

(Norgate and Haque 2012, 57)

0,325

kWh/tAu)

a – input
b – output
* – for sensitivity analysis

Impact assessment of a CFP study
Using LCA in accordance with ISO 14067 means that climate change is indicated as the
single impact category. Focusing on particular impact has such advantages as avoidance of
burden-shifting among different stages of product life cycle, and possibility to identify
opportunities for decreases of GHG emissions and enhances in GHG removals at certain
stages of refractory gold ore processing. Also, weighting and normalization can be avoided
since there is no need for determining the most significant environmental impact categories
based on the comparative analysis.
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CML 2001 impact assessment method was utilized for this study in accordance with the
defined goal and scope of the research to evaluate GWP of refractory gold ores treatment in
Russian Federation following different pre-treatment routes. The selected impact category
is CML2001 – Jan.2016, Global Warming Potential (GWP 100 years), excluding biogenic
carbon.
6.3.1 Classification and Characterization
The greenhouse gases emitted at different stages of product life cycle might have effect in
various impact categories. Since this study is related to CFP assessment, the selected
category for it was GWP, so that it was evaluated for different scenarios. For that reason,
characterization was also done for GWP. Considering the fact that different gases are able
to absorb energy along time, contribution of greenhouse gases to global warming will
escalate (EPA, 2018). GWP is usually evaluated for 100 years and presented in the results
of GWP measurement in kgCO2-eq. The GHG emissions linked to the main life cycle stages
in which they occur, including the absolute and the relative contribution of each life cycle
stage of the assessed scenarios are presented in Table 8.

Table 8. Results of LCIA of All Scenarios.
Emissions to air, kg CO2-eq.
Source of Air Emissions

Baseline

Alternative

Alternative

Alternative

Alternative

Scenario

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Transportation

880

838

1 027

967

913,3

Diesel Production

27,8

26,4

32,4

30,5

28,8

Heavy Oil Production

120

114

140

131,5

124

Oxygen Production

187

248

9,2

28,5

18,8

Electricity Production

342

385

223

425,7

203,5

Lime Production

53

63

24,5

20

18,8

Decarbonization

30,5

41

0

0

0

Neutralization of Solutions

16

17,1

5,17

17,1

0

Sulfuric Acid Production

23

31

0

0

0

Steel Blooms Production

15,5

14,7

18

17

16

Natural Gas Production

0,016

0,016

0,016

0,016

8,8

Total, kg CO2-eq.

1 695

1 780

1 480

1 801

1 350
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Interpretation of CFP
This chapter presents summary, assessment and discussion of the outcomes of the carbon
footprint (CFP) study for gold production from refractory gold ore. To ensure that this study
fulfils all the requirement of the ISO 14067:2018 standard, completeness check, sensitivity
check and consistency check were carried out. As the main goal of the study was to assess
contribution of refractory ore processing in Russia to climate change utilizing different pretreatment technologies, the comparison of the analysis results for different processing
scenarios was performed.
6.4.1 Results of the study
The results of current impact assessment of refractory gold ore processing in Russia
(Baseline Scenario) are presented in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Results of assessment of Baseline Scenario.

According to the bar chart above, the major part of GHGs in baseline scenario comes from
transportation (52%), which includes shipping and inland transportation by train. Other large
sources of emission are electricity production (20% of total emissions) and oxygen
production (11% of total emissions) as well as production of heavy fuel oil for maritime
transportation (7%).
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Since impact from transportation is significantly higher than that of other unit processes, it
is difficult to make a comparison of different stages of refractory gold production based on
the bar chart above. So that, transportation was excluded to create a Figure 18 for better
matching of other unit processes besides transportation.

Figure 18. Results of assessment of Baseline Scenario excluding transportation.

Results of comparative studies are better to be supplemented with comparative infographics
since it is the best way to understand and identify main outcomes of various examined
scenarios. To collate Baseline Scenario with alternative refractory gold ore processing
options, Figure 19 was made.
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Figure 19. Comparison of all scenarios.

It can be noted from Figure 19 that transportation causes the most significant impact in all
processing scenarios. Despite the fact that contribution of transportation is the lowest in
Baseline Scenario and Alternative Scenario 1 due to higher gold extraction and lower
volumes of ore to be treated to produce the same amount of gold, these scenarios are among
three more hazardous routes together with Alternative Scenario 3, that is mainly caused by
electricity and oxygen production.
Figure 20 illustrates results excluding contribution from transportation and, therefore,
emissions from diesel and heavy fuel oil production. This allows better understanding of
differences in environmental loads caused by different treatment routes.
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Figure 20. Comparison of all scenarios excluding transportation.

It can be seen from the figure above that the largest contribution to GHG emissions occurs
in Alternative Scenario 1 (pressure oxidation only), where pressure oxidation is selected as
the only technique to treat refractory gold ore. In this scenario, emissions mainly origin from
electricity and oxygen production which contribute approximately 50% and 30% of total
emissions respectively. Other sources of GHG emission in this route, which significantly
differ from other alternative routes, are lime production, decarbonization and sulfuric acid
production. Alternative Scenario 1 is followed by the Baseline Scenario (pressure oxidation
+ bacterial oxidation), which emissions in each category are about 18% lower since part of
the ore is treated by bacterial oxidation.
Alternative Scenario 3 (only Albion Process) has the next high contribution to GHG
emission which was mainly caused by electricity production. Albion Process requires large
amounts of energy to perform ultra-fine grinding prior to leaching in atmospheric conditions.
However, it results in much lower oxygen consumption compared to pressure oxidation, so
that contribution of oxygen production to GHGs is lower in this option than in Baseline
Scenario and Alternative scenario 1.
Alternative Scenarios 2 (only bacterial oxidation) and 4 (only roasting) have shown the
lowest environmental impact caused by emissions to air. Bacterial oxidation resulted in the
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lowest level of emissions from oxygen production. Emission from sulfuric acid
neutralization were diminished in Alternative Scenario 4 since roasting is not accompanied
by production of acidic solution and in Alternative Scenario 2 due to lower concentration of
sulfuric acid caused by less complete oxidation of sulfide sulfur to SO42- ion.
6.4.2 Completeness check
This stage of CFP interpretation is required to make sure that all needed data from all unit
processes of the product life cycle is considered. In this work, all of five processing scenarios
were checked, and every separate unit process and its inputs and outputs were reviewed
regarding the required data for this study. All the possible processes regarding air emissions
were supplemented with relative information. The data which was not possible to be found
was calculated to make the study more precise and accurate and fill in the gaps in data
sources. All the calculations are presented in Appendix II.
6.4.3 Sensitivity check
Sensitivity check is a very important and useful part of the results interpretation since the
outcome of the study can be influenced by lack of data resources or by high variability of
the information in found data. The objective is to assess the reliability of the study outcomes
and conclusions by determining how they are affected by uncertainties in the data sources,
allocation procedure or calculation of category indicator results (ISO 14044: 2006, 26.)
Means of Transport
It was assumed for the study that inland transportation is performed by train. However, it
can also be done fully or partly by truck. Due to possibility to use other means of transport,
sensitivity analysis for a truck was performed to compare impact of this alternative with a
train. The results are presented in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Sensitivity analysis - different means of transport.

It can be seen form the figure above that use of train as a mean of transport is much more
feasible solution since it allows about 70% decrease in GHGs in comparison to truck. Trucks
can be used for ore transportation in shorter distances but might be hazardous in the scope
of Russian Federation where transportation distances are sometimes extremely long. Thus,
it can be concluded that train is more environmentally friendly and feasible option for
transportation.
Electricity Production
As it was already mentioned in the previous chapters that there were no data related to
electricity production in Russia in GaBi Education and Academic software used for the
process plan modelling. This is a strong reason to conduct a sensitivity check for electricity
production considering other countries. Basically, electricity production in Czech Republic
was used since it was estimated that means of electricity production there are relatively close
to those in Russia. As was determined in the results, contribution of electricity production to
GHG emissions takes a big share among total emissions, so it seems reasonable to consider
countries with more advanced energy system grid. In addition, integration of renewable
energy sources and green energy in mineral processing sector is becoming an emergent field
of research. (Farjana et al. 2019, 1200.)
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The selection of countries for sensitivity check on electricity production was quite a
complicated procedure since there were no scientific papers found which would cover and
compare worldwide electricity production from renewable sources. For this reason, the
source for this information was the Internet, and the data on different websites varied a lot.
Finally, it was decided to use the following countries as electricity producers in sensitivity
analysis for this study:
1.

Sweden (SE)

2.

Great Britain (GB)

3.

Iceland (IS)

4.

Finland (FI).

A comparison of impacts of electricity production in different countries is presented in
Figure 22.

Figure 22. Sensitivity analysis - electricity production.

As can be seen from the Figure 22, the lowest contribution to GHG emission from electricity
production is caused by Iceland and Sweden, which is significantly lower in comparison to
other countries. The third “environmentally-friendly” electricity producing-country is
Finland, which allows more than 60% decrease of GHG emissions in comparison to baseline
scenario for electricity production. GB electricity production allows around 30% decrease
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of GHG emissions from electricity. Czech Republic remains the bigger contributor to GHGs
from electricity production in the scope of this study.
It can be summarized, that the country chosen for this study shows the highest impact from
electricity sector, that can affect the results of the research. Thus, more precise comparison
of electricity grids should be performed to select country which could substitute Russia when
a range of countries in used database is limited.
Presence of organic carbon in the ore
It was concluded from the results of the study that roasting has the lowest impact, especially
if advanced gas-cleaning system is established at roasting plant. However, mineralogical
composition of ores and concentrates treated might cause considerable impact on the process
outcomes. For instance, presence of organic carbon in raw materials can decrease efficiency
of hydrometallurgical technologies since carbon is inherently a highly active material which
can absorb gold and increase its content in tailings. The only pre-treatment method for
refractory gold which enables to deactivate organic carbon is oxidative roasting. In roasting
conditions carbon is combusted to carbon monoxide and dioxide and does not have an
adverse impact on gold recovery further. However, this is accompanied with CO and CO2
emissions that will influence carbon footprint of refractory gold roasting.
Considering the information above, it is worth performing sensitivity analysis of roasting
comparing roaster feed material with and without organic carbon. The results are presented
in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Sensitivity analysis - presence of organic carbon in the ore.

It is clear from the last bar chart that the amount of emissions is linearly dependent on the
amount of organic carbon in the roaster feed. Moreover, as was already mentioned, while
treating materials with the high content of organic carbon by hydrometallurgical methods
(POX, bio-oxidation and Albion Process), some part of gold can be easily wasted with
tailings due to increased sorption activity of carbon. This means that larger volume of raw
materials would be needed to ensure production of the same amount of gold and, therefore,
GHG emissions will rise. Thus, presence of organic carbon in ore has hazardous effect on
the environment when following both pyrometallurgical and hydrometallurgical pretreatment routes. Consequently, further studies should be aimed at more detailed
investigation of high-carbon refractory raw materials treatment.
Allocation procedure
For this study, allocation based on economic value was selected. However, selection of the
allocation method can influence the results of the study. For instance, Norgate et al. (2012,
57) used two methods of allocation based on mass and economic value. The results of their
study have shown that environmental footprint of gold production is greater with economic
co-product allocation in comparison to mass-based allocation. According to this study
allocation factor of silver is lower than 1%, and the assumption that mass-based allocation
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might show the same impact as was in Norgate et al. (2012, 57) almost would not change
outcomes of this study. However, it depends on the assumptions made in the beginning of
the study, and with different initial data the sensitivity analysis for allocation procedure
might be required.
6.4.4 Limitations
There are some limitations for the current study which might cause negative effect to the
reliability of the results and outcomes. Firstly, data for oxidative roasting process was
estimated from oxidative roasting of another type of gold-bearing raw material, that can
affect process parameters and performance data of the roasting furnace and, therefore, inputs
and outputs of this unit process. Secondly, due to limitations in both GaBi Educational and
Academic databases (no data on precious metals production), some of the unit process were
created manually, and the data for those processes were collected from various literature
sources which are listed in Table 7. Due to this, some potentially important inputs and
outputs might be disregarded.
Also, wastewater and tailings treatment were outside of defined system boundaries.
However, treatment processes, especially wastewater treatment are typically accompanied
with gaseous emissions to the atmosphere, which might have an impact on the study results.
The reason for not taking this into account is also driven by limitations of data sources. For
future studies, it is recommended to utilize more advanced versions of software while
creating a model.
It worth mentioning that train was selected in this study as the only mean of inland transport.
However, carriage by vehicles undoubtedly occurs at the certain points. For instance, main
sites are likely to be located not very close to the railway, that would require materials
transportation from the site to the railway and vice versa by truck, that might influence
outcomes of the study and increase total amount of emissions from transportation.
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Summary
The results of this CFP study have shown that transportation is the greatest contributor to
GHG emissions from gold recovery from refractory ores in Russia in all studied alternative
scenarios. This is due to very long distances between processing plants and mine sites and
also very narrow options of gold refining plants (most of the companies transport Doré bars
to the same gold refining factory even if the location is far away).
According to the assessment, the greatest potential impact on the environment was found in
the Alternative Scenario 3 (Albion Process) due to electricity needed for ultra-fine grinding
equipment which amount is greater than electricity required for pressure oxidation in
autoclaves. The next great contributor to GHG emission was determined to be an Alternative
Scenario 1 (pressure oxidation) due to large consumption of electricity and oxygen.
However, this processing route has resulted in the lowest emissions from the transportation
stage because of the highest rate of gold recovery in comparison to other methods (~98%).
Thus, less raw material is needed in this case to produce the same amount of gold. This route
is followed by Baseline Scenario (pressure + bacterial oxidation), where the main
environmental load also occurs at the stages of electricity and oxygen production.
Alternative Scenario 2 (bacterial oxidation) requires less amounts of electricity and oxygen.
However, the largest amount of GHGs at the transportation stage occurred in this scenario,
that is due to lower gold recovery (~85%) and, consequently, larger amounts of ore needed
to produce the same amount of gold. Alternative Scenario 4 (roasting) has shown the lowest
impact. The lowest environmental load of roasting in this study is because of high gold
recovery (>95%) and absence of need to supply a roasting furnace with excessive heat due
to autothermal reactions of sulfides oxidation, which also depends on the composition of
raw material. However, it could be more significant if it was not assumed that gas-cleaning
system is implemented at the roasting plant, and that roasting feed does not contain organic
carbon. Also, contribution of roasting to emissions from electricity might be higher than
was found it this work if electricity consumption by the main blower of the roasting furnace
is considered. Furthermore, the amount of electricity needed for the blower is influenced by
the altitude of the site where processing plant is located, which was not considered in the
scope of the current study.
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To compare impacts of assessed processing routes and better understand differences of
separate stages of refractory ore processing life cycle, transportation was excluded. This
enabled to see that Alternative Scenario 1 (pressure oxidation) has resulted in the largest
amount of GHGs due to electricity production, oxygen production and lime consumption.
This route s followed by Baseline Scenario since 75% of gold in this case is pre-treated by
pressure oxidation. Alternative Scenario 3 (Albion Process) remains among three greatest
contributors to GHGs because of the highest electricity demand. Alternative Scenarios 2 and
4 (bacterial oxidation and roasting) are approximately at the same level of GHGs produced.
However, the results could vary if gas-cleaning system was not considered in Scenario 4.
Scenarios 2 and 4 have also shown the lowest impact sulfuric neutralization stage since
concentration of sulfuric acid in bacterial oxidation wastewater is lower, and no acidic
solutions are produced in the roasting process.
To sum up, scenarios with the highest GHG emissions are Baseline Scenario, Alternative
Scenario 1 and Alternative Scenario 3 mainly due to electricity consumption. Interesting
fact, that contribution to total GHG emission by Alternative Scenario 3 is the highest among
all examined options. However, once transportation is excluded from the scope, this route
contributes around 30% less emissions. This is mainly influenced by gold recovery rate,
which for Albion Process is at the level of 93%. Lower percentage of gold recovery requires
larger volumes of raw material to be treated to produce 1 kg of gold in comparison to
Baseline Scenario and Alternative Scenario 1, that increases amount of electricity needed
and enhances total contribution of Albion Process to GHG emissions.
Impact of diesel and heavy fuel production was approximately at the similar level and
significantly lower than contribution from electricity and transportation. Natural gas
production has negligible environmental load and occurs only in scenario 4 where oxidative
roasting is applied as a pre-treatment method. The amount of natural gas, which is a fuel for
the furnace, is relatively small due to high content of sulfur in the concentrate that allows an
autothermal mode ensured by exothermal sulfides oxidation reactions. Thus, no excessive
heat supply to oxidative roaster is needed and only small amounts of the fuel are only
required in the beginning to heat up the roaster. However, the outcomes might be different
if less-sulfur raw materials are treated.
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Impact from processes such as decarbonization and sulfuric acid production occurs only in
scenario 1and baseline scenario since those are required prior to pressure oxidation. The
amount of CO2 released in decarbonization process was calculated according to chemical
reactions (Appendix II, Calc. 1). However, those calculations were made for particular
refractory gold concentrate with known percentage of minerals in it. The amount of carbon
dioxide released in the process of decarbonization depends on the share of carbonaceous
material in concentrate. Thus, it can be increased or decreased for different raw materials
treated.
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7

DISCUSSION

Comparison of the results with the previous studies
There were several studies focused on LCA of gold production and mining or LCA of
particular stages of gold production. Farjana et al. (2019, 1200) summarized the previous
studies in this field and outlined key findings and recommendations proposed it those works.
The main results of the previous studies outlined by Farjana et al. (2019, 1208) and results
of the current study are summarized in Table 9.
Table 9. Summary of the Findings and Recommendations for LCA of Gold Mining. (Adapted from Farjana et
al. 2019, 1208.)
#

Research paper

Key findings

Recommendations

1

LCA on gold mining in

• The refractory gold ore has the

Gold mining can beneficiate from

Australia (Norgate and

highest impact on mining and

improvements in high pressure gas

Haque 2012)

comminution stages which is

recovery, leaching, flotation and

mainly caused by electricity

gravitation technologies.

consumption;
• Refractory ore processing results in
higher GHG emissions and 61% of
the total GHG is from refractory
ores.
2

LCA of gold mining in
China (Chen et al. 2018)

• Electricity and diesel are the largest
contributors to climate change.

Changes should be started from
environmental policies, such as
increasing resources efficiency, energy
sector, gold recycling and ecological
compensation approach.

3

• For gold mining, activities relating

Impacts from in-situ leaching can be

footprint of in-situ leaching

well ﬁeld impacts mostly about

reduced by integration of renewable

of uranium, gold and

39% of total GHG, where 56% was

energy sources, such as solar energy.

copper in Australia (Haque

from gold extraction and metal

and Norgate 2014)

production, and 5% were due to

The greenhouse gas

chemical use.
4

5

LCA of gold-silver-lead-

• Among other metals beneficiation

Improvement of electricity grid mix is

zinc-copper beneﬁciation

processes, Au-Ag beneficiation has

the option to reduce environmental

(Farjana et al. 2019b)

the highest impact.

burden.

LCA of gold-silver reﬁning

• If comparing gold refining from the

operations (Farjana et al.

Au-Ag couple and from combined

2019d)

Environmental impact is mainly
influenced by steel consumption at the
stage of gold refining process. Altering
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6

This study

production, the first option has the

the material alloying properties for

higher impact.

stainless steel can be beneficial.

• A major part of GHGs comes from

Development of more advanced

“Carbon footprint of gold

transportation due to vast territories

logistics system can decrease

recovery from refractory

of country and limited quantity of

environmental load from refractory ore

ore in Russia”

refinery plants for the final

processing in Russia. Improvement of

treatment of gold-silver Doré alloy

electricity grid is the second option to

• Transportation is followed by

decrease hazardous impacts.

emissions from electricity

Introducing roasting with gas-cleaning

consumption

system can be an option that also allows
an increase of other impacts besides
GWP.

The results of previous researches have shown that the major part of emissions comes from
electricity and diesel production. However, transportation was excluded from the scope of
the previous studies. Overall, according to the results of this Master’s thesis, environmental
load of refractory gold ores processing in Russia was mainly caused by transportation.
Nevertheless, if transportation is excluded from the scope of this study, electricity would be
the largest contributor to global warming.

Answers to the Research Questions (RQs)
7.2.1 RQ1
What is CFP (Carbon Footprint) of different routes for refractory gold ores processing in
Russian Federation?
The carbon footprint (represented as equivalent to global warming potential for a 100-year
horizon (GWP 100) excluding biogenic carbon) of gold recovery from refractory ore in
Russian Federation per one kg of gold produced is influenced by pre-treatment process that
determines the location of the plant. Table 10 presents carbon footprint of different
investigated scenarios for 1 kg of gold produced.
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Table 10. Carbon footprint of 1 kg of gold produced from refractory ore in Russia.

Total Emissions in kg

Scenario #

Description

Baseline Scenario

Bio-leaching + Pressure Oxidation

1 695

Alternative Scenario 1

Pressure Oxidation

1 780

Alternative Scenario 2

Bio-leaching

1 480

Alternative Scenario 3

Albion Process

1 801

Alternative Scenario 4

Oxidative roasting

1 350

CO2-eq. per 1 kg of gold

It can be seen that Alternative Scenarios 1 and 3 increase GHG emission from 1 kg of gold
production by 5% and 6,25%, respectively. On the contrary, Alternative Scenarios 2 and 4
allow a decrease by 12% and 20%, accordingly. These numbers become more significant
when it comes to annual gold production from refractory ore. Furthermore, since the annual
gold production by companies included in the scope of this study can be estimated from
companies’ web-sites and disclosed documents, it was decided to calculate potential annual
contribution of gold recovery from refractory raw materials in Russia. For this, overall
amount of gold produced according to Baseline Scenario was multiplied with GHG emission
per 1 kg of gold produced. The results are presented in Table 11.

Table 11. Carbon footprint of refractory gold ore processing in Russia according to Baseline Scenario.
Annual gold production

Total Emissions in

from refractory gold ore, tonAu

kg CO2-eq./an.

Company

Technology

Polymetal PLC

Pressure oxidation

15

Petropavlovsk PLC

Pressure oxidation

13,1

Polyus Gold

Bio-leaching

21

88 224 500

It comes up from the Table 11 that annual contribution of gold recovery from refractory ore
in Russia is 88 224 500 kg CO2-equivalent.
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These emissions include:
•

45 880 000 kg CO2-eq. from transportation (52%),

•

17 650 000 kg CO2-eq. from electricity production (20%),

•

9 705 000 kg CO2-eq. from oxygen production (11%),

•

6 175 000 kg CO2-eq. from production of heavy fuel oil (7%), and

•

8 820 000 kg CO2-eq. from other sources (10%).

7.2.2 RQ2
How to minimize GHG emissions and reduce environmental impacts of refractory gold ore
processing in Russia?
As was discussed in the previous chapters, the largest environmental load from refractory
gold ore processing in Russia is transportation due to large transportation distances. It is
clear that in some cases it cannot be influenced, for instance when it comes to the far location
of a deposit from a treatment plant. The possible solution to reduce GHGs originating from
transportation distances is to expand a number of gold refining companies so that they could
be located at least in each part of the vast Russia. But for particular cases even this might
not work. Let us have a look at the location of Polymetal PLC refractory gold actives. The
deposit is 6 500 km by ship and 1 700 km by train away from the processing plant, and the
refining factory is 4 700 km by train away from the processing plant. Altogether, the
transportation distance is 6 400 km by train and 6 500 km by ship. All three sites are located
far away from each other, that can be seen from the Figure 24 (yellow arrows).
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Figure 24. Distances for refractory gold actives of Polymetal PLC
(Modified from polymetalinternational.com)

Thus, even if gold refinery is located somewhere between the deposit and the processing
plant, the transportation distance would still be rather significant (red arrows). For this case,
the only possible change that will reduce environmental load from transportation is to change
location of both processing plant and refining factory. Of course, it seems unreal for the
existing sites, but undoubtedly should be taken into account while developing future
projects.
The second large contributor to climate change from refractory gold processing in Russia is
electricity production. As was deliberated in Chapter 6.4.3 Sensitivity check, the country
where electricity origins from has a significant impact on the amount of emissions. Since
electricity production in Russian Federation was not available in the GaBi Software
database, it was decided to use Czech Republic electricity grid mix for the baseline study. In
sensitivity check part it was suggested to select the following countries as electricityproducers for the current study: Iceland, Sweden, Finland and United Kingdom. The results
of sensitivity analysis have shown that impact of electricity production in different countries
can vary notably, especially when countries with different share of energy from renewable
sources are compared.
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Besides changing means of electricity production to more environmentally friendly ones,
equipment for mining and comminution circuits can be improved. The large share of
electricity might come at the first stages, especially at the grinding circuit. During last years,
equipment producers for mining industry tend to focus towards sustainability and reduction
of hazardous impacts on the environment. More researches and works aimed at finding more
efficient solutions for mining industry are being conducted for companies, which will lead
to more efficient electricity use and decrease of environmental loads of the circuits which
require large amounts of energy in the future.

Suggestions for future studies
It is a fact that mining industry tackles an enormous problem of mineral raw materials
depletion, and quality of ore is steadily depleting. This makes companies to process lowgrade and complex materials. The result of this is increase of the amount ow waste rock and
consequently of the volumes of processed materials.
Considering other impact categories
This study presents assessment of carbon footprint of one of the most demanded metals,
which will be in need for many years. As it was already mentioned in the introduction, gold
ore quality is also declining in recent decades, and gold producers tend to recover gold from
low-grade materials such as refractory sulfide ores and concentrates. GWP is undoubtedly
very important impact which can be caused by treating such materials. However, there are
many other issues associated with refractory ores treatment.
To cover environmental load considering various impacts of gold production from refractory
materials such impact categories as human toxicity, acidification and eutrophication should
be considered in the impact assessment part of LCA study. For this, more data should be
collected to find information for inventory analysis regarding cyanide consumption, sulfur
dioxide production, phosphorous production and other elements and substances that might
increase the impacts listed above.
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Considering roasting plants in Russia
It was covered in the goal & scope part that there are no roasting plants in Russia which
would treat refractory gold ore. However, the results of the study have shown that oxidative
roasting results in lower contribution to GHG emissions while treating materials with
relatively high percentage of sulfur. This allows a reduction in electricity consumption,
oxygen need and absence of acidic wastewater and, therefore, lime needed for neutralization.
It should be noticed that roasting is accompanied by gaseous emissions of arsenic and sulfur
oxide as a result of minerals oxidation in the roasting conditions. However, advanced
equipment makes it possible to capture those emissions and safely recover them with
transformation into concentrated and stable compounds. Charitos et al. (2013, 517)
compared roasting process with other alternatives (POX, bioleaching and UFG) from
environmental point of view. Authors figured out that the amount of disposed waste material
from roasting process is significantly lower than that from alternative routes. In addition,
sulfur dioxide produced during sulfides oxidation can be recovered to the sulfuric acid, that
might be economically reasonable in case of close location of H2SO4 producing plant.
Considering land use change
More professional databases might provide more information on particular circuits, such as
data on land use for the mining process. Understanding of how to allocate impacts of LUC
to different methods depends on the characteristics of the whole deposit, that is difficult to
be found. This undoubtedly has a great impact on overall carbon footprint of gold recovery
from refractory ores, however, as was stated in the Chapter 6.1.2 Scope of the Study, limited
data sources did not enable to consider land use change properly in this work.
Risks associated with cyanide leaching
Cyanide leaching is an essential part of gold recovery and is considered a proven and wellknown technique to recover this metal. On the one hand, direct risks of this process are not
associated with carbon footprint and this is the reason why cyanide use risks were not
covered in this work. On the other hand, carbon footprint is partly influenced by cyanide use
since lime addition is required in cyanide-leaching process to maintain safe pH level. The
amount of cyanide used might be influenced by selected processing route, that consequently
will determine amount of lime required. It should be mentioned that lime addition is not
needed for alternative to cyanide gold recovery techniques, for instance thiosulphate
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leaching. However, the impact might be caused by other reagents needed for thiosulphate
leaching, so more research work is needed in this field. Thus, for more precise evaluation of
environmental impacts caused by processing refractory gold ores other leaching alternatives
should be assessed. In addition, thiosulfate leaching is more effective for treating
carbonaceous ores compared with cyanide-leaching and thus can decrease environmental
load. (Aylmore and Muir 2001; Aylmore 2005.)
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8

CONCLUSION

In this study, carbon footprint of gold recovery from refractory ore in Russia was assessed
based on the defined goal and scope. It was outlined that Russia is one of the leaders in world
gold production, with gold recovery from refractory gold ores by the largest companies. This
fact was a fundamental reason to conduct a research regarding refractory gold processing in
Russia. The main outcomes of the study have shown that the major share of GHG emission
in Russia origins from transportation and electricity production. High consumption of
electricity coincides with previous researches related to LCA of gold mining industry.
However, it was found that emissions from electricity are influenced by the way it is
produced. The sensitivity analysis has shown that the impact of energy production can be
drastically reduced by involving more renewable sources in this sector. Impact from
transportation is caused by vast territory of the country and far location of the main sites
such as deposits, treatment plants and refining facility from each other. Even constructing
more refining plants to locate them in different parts of Russia cannot solve this problem in
some cases but must be considered for future projects.
It was identified that selecting a technology for refractory gold pre-treatment has impact on
the environment mainly due to electricity and oxygen production stages. The highest level
of GHGs was determined at Alternative Scenario 1 where pressure oxidation was applied as
the only technology because of high oxygen and electricity consumption. However, load
from transportation in this scenario was the lowest due to higher gold extraction rate and
lower amount of raw materials needed to be treated to produce the same amount of gold.
Selecting a pre-treatment technique for refractory ores processing is a complex process
which is influenced by a great variety of factors. Some processes allow to recover higher
amounts of gold that reduces amounts of needed ore to produce the same amount of gold
and consequently decreases impacts from mining, comminution, flotation and transportation
processes. In the same time, these processes require more energy and reagents consumption
to ensure high levels of gold recovery, inevitably resulting in high volumes of GHG emission
throughout the whole life cycle.
Climate change, which is mainly caused by anthropogenic activities, is nowadays one of the
paramount issues that is affecting quality of life and even threatens the future of human wellbeing. The emissions contributing to global warming come mainly from energy production,
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oil production and industrial sector. This enhances a concern of these sectors about their
activities and pushes them towards a development of more efficient and less hazardous ways
to supply humanity with heat, energy and various materials. The main action towards
reducing carbon footprint of refractory gold processing in Russia should be aimed at
legislation and peoples’ attitude to environmental concerns. Government should review
environmental policies, including development of energy efficiency, enhancing renewable
energy sector, and control of GHG emissions. This all must be taken into account at the
understanding and identifying stages of planning industrial facilities construction and their
location, and it is not only about gold production. It is clear that it is hardly possible to
relocate existing facilities closer to mine sites and, therefore, reduce current environmental
load from transportation. However, it is essential for stakeholders and governments to
understand possible impacts while developing new projects not only from economical point
of view, but also considering possible environmental load. Thus, more actions from the
society should be implemented in order to justify the importance of such solutions. Another
option to reduce existing load from transportation is to use alternative fuels for trucks and
ships, e.g. biogas. Unfortunately, current situation in Russia is such that biogas production
is not sufficient to ensure needs for transportation in such long distances.
Overall, the reduction of carbon footprint of refractory ore treatment should start from
environmental policies and only then focus on the development and improvement of
treatment techniques itself. Further improvement of processes performance can enhance
percentage of gold recovery from ores and, therefore, decrease a volume of raw material
needed for production of 1 kg or 1 ton of gold, thus reducing energy consumption at mining,
comminution and treatment circuits ant transportation loads. Moreover, increasing the share
of secondary raw materials in gold industry can reduce impacts caused by need to treat lowgrade ores, and shorten number of processing operations and transportation distances.
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Appendix I (a) – GaBi Process Plan for Baseline Scenario (pressure oxidation and bacterial oxidation as pre-treatment
techniques)
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Appendix I (b) – GaBi Process Plan for Alternative Scenario 1 (pressure oxidation as a pre-treatment technique)
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Appendix I (c) – GaBi Process Plan for Alternative Scenario 2 (bacterial oxidation as a pre-treatment technique)
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Appendix I (d) – GaBi Process Plan for Alternative Scenario 3 (Albion Process as a pre-treatment technique)
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Appendix I (e) – GaBi Process Plan for Alternative Scenario 4 (oxidative roasting as a pre-treatment technique)
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Appendix II – Calculations of some inputs and outputs of the unit
processes
All the calculations were referred to refractory gold concentrate with mineralogical
composition presented in Table 12 (Clary et al. 2018, 1330.)

Table 12. Predominant minerals of flotation concentrate (Clary et al. 2018, 1330.)
Mineral

Chemical formula

Value, %

Pyrite

FeS2

23.9

Arsenopyrite

FaAsS

5.8

Pyrrhotite

Fe0.877S

5.18

Chalcopyrite

CuFeS2

1.0

Quartz

SiO2

33.9

Calcite

CaCO3

2.23

Dolomite

CaMg(CO3)2

2.18

Magnesium oxide

MgO

2.15

Magnesite

MgCO3

5.82

Talc

3MgO ∙ 4SiO2 ∙ H2O

5.92

Other

11.92

Calculation 1 – Decarbonization
To decompose carbonates, sulfuric acid is added to mixture of concentrate and water. The
amount of required sulfuric acid can be calculated according to the following reactions:
#$#%& + () *%+ → #$*%+ + () % + #%)

(II.1.1)

-.#%& + () *%+ → -.*%+ + () % + #%)

(II.1.2)

#$-.(#%& )) + 2() *%+ → #$*%+ + -.*%+ + 2() % + 2#%)

(II.1.3)

The amount of sulfuric acid is calculated per 100 kg of refractory gold concentrate.
1. Decomposition of CaCO3:
2(34 567 ) =

9(:;:<= ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(:;:<= )

=

).)& ∙BC
DEE

= 2.2 kg.
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2. Decomposition of MgCO3:
2(34 567 ) =

9(FG:<=) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(FG:<= )

=

H.C) ∙BC
DEE

= 5.7 kg.

3. Decomposition of CaMg(CO3)2:
2(34 567 ) =

9:;FG(:<= )4 ∙ )>(?4 @<7 )
>:;FG(:<= )4

=

).DC ∙ ) ∙ BC
DEE

= 4.3 kg.

Thus, overall amount of sulfuric acid for decarbonization is: 2.2 kg + 5.7 kg + 4.3 kg = 12.2
kg/100 kgconc.

Calculation 2 – Pressure Oxidation
The calculated values for this unit were amount of electricity needed and amount of sulfuric
acid in acidic wastewater of the process.
1. Electricity
The amount of electricity needed was calculated from the amount of electricity cost. Clary
et al. (2018, 1335) estimated that electricity cost per 100 000 t concentrate was 2 500 000
USD which is 25 USD per 1 ton of the concentrate. The study was conducted in Australia
so price for 1 kWh was taken for that region. If 1 kWh costs 0.08 USD, then 25 USD is a
price for 25 USD ∙ 1 / 0.08 USD = 312.5 kWh/tconc.
2. H2SO4
The amount of sulfuric acid presented in wastewater of pressure oxidation can be calculated
using the reactions below (per 100 kg concentrate). Assumption: the rate of sulfide minerals
oxidation is 98%.
Pyrite oxidation reactions:
2IJ*) + 7%) + 2() % → 2IJ*%+ + 2() *%+

(II.2.1)

2FeSO4 +0,5O2 +H2 SO4 → Fe2 (SO4 )3 +H2 O

(II.2.2)

Fe2 (SO4 )3 +3H2 O → Fe2 O3 +3H2 SO4

(II.2.3)
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According to reaction II.2.1:
2(34 567 ) =
2(NO567 ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LM@4 )
9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(LM@<7 )
>(LM@4 )

=
=

()&.B ∙E.BC)∙() ∙ BC)
) ∙D)E

= 19.13 kg

()&.B ∙E.BC)∙() ∙ DH))
) ∙D)E

= 30 kg

According to reaction II.2.2 some H2SO4 is consumed while reacting with FeSO4 from
reaction II.2.1:
2(34 567 ) PQRST9OU =

9(LM@<7 ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LM@<7 )

=

&E ∙ BC
) ∙DH)

= 9.7 kg

and some Fe2 (SO4 )3 is formed:
2(NO4 (567 )=) =

9(LM@<7) ∙ >(LM4 (@<7 )= )
>(LM@<7 )

&E ∙ +EE

=

) ∙DH)

= 39.5 kg

According to reaction II.2.3 Fe2 (SO4 )3 from the reaction II.2.2 is oxidized to Fe2O3 with
production of sulfuric acid:
2(34 567 ) =

9(LM4 (@<7 )= ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LM4 (@<7 )= )

=

&B.H ∙ (& ∙ BC)
+EE

= 29 kg

Arsenopyrite oxidation:
2IJVW* + () *%+ +7%) + 2() % → 2(& VW%+ + IJ) (*%+ )&

(II.2.4)

2(& VW%+ + IJ) (*%+ )& → 2IJVW%+ + 3() *%+

(II.2.5)

According to reaction II.2.4 some sulfuric acid is consumed:
2(34 567 ) PQRST9OU =

9(LMYZ@) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LMYZ@)

=

(H.C ∙E.BC)∙(BC)
) ∙D[&

= 1.7 kg

and some Fe2 (SO4 )3 is formed:
2(NO4 (567 )=) =

9(LMYZ@) ∙ >(LM4 (@<7 )= )
>(LMYZ@)

=

(H.C ∙E.BC)∙(+EE)
) ∙D[&

= 7 kg

According to reaction II.2.5 sulfuric acid is produced when Fe2(SO4)3 reacts with H3AsO4:
2(34 567 ) =

9(LM4 (@<7 )= ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LM4 (@<7 )= )

=

(\)∙(& ∙ BC)
+EE

= 5.145 kg
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Total amount of sulfuric acid considering produced and consumed acid in reactions II.2.1 II.2.5 is:
19.13 kg – 9.7 kg + 29 kg – 1.7 kg + 5.145 kg = 41.9 kg/100 kgconc.
Calculation 3 – Bacterial Oxidation
1. Oxygen consumption
It was assumed that bacterial oxidation requires 18 kg of air to treat 100 kg concentrate. Air
contains 21% of oxygen, so consumption of O2 is 18 kg ∙ 0,21 = 3.78 kgO /100 kgconc.
2

2. H2SO4 production
The calculation of sulfuric acid produced in bacterial oxidation process was performed in
the same way as that for pressure oxidation reactions. Assumptions: the rate of sulfide
minerals oxidation is 85%; in reaction (II.3.1) 60% of pyrite is oxidized.
Chemical reactions are the following:
4IJ*) + 15%) + 2() % → 2IJ) (*%+ )& + 2() *%+

(II.3.1)

IJ*) + 7IJ) (*%+ )& + 8() % → 15IJ*%+ + 8() *%+

(II.3.2)

IJ*) + IJ) (*%+ )& → 3IJ*%+ + 2*

(II.3.3)

4IJ*%+ + %) + 2() *%+ → 2IJ) (*%+ )& + 2() %

(II.3.4)

2* + 3%) + 2() % → 2() *%+

(II.3.5)

IJVW* + 3.5 %) + () % → IJVW%+ + () *%+

(II.3.6)

According to reaction II.3.1:
2(34 567 ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LM@4 )

=

()&.B ∙E.CH∙E,[)∙() ∙ BC)
+ ∙D)E

= 4.97 kg

In this reaction, Fe2(SO4)3 is also formed, which reacts with pyrite in further reactions:
2(NO4 (567 )= ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(LM4 (@<7 )= )
>(LM@4 )

=

()&.B ∙E.CH∙E,[)∙() ∙ +EE)
+ ∙D)E

= 20.315 k
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According to reaction II.3.2 pyrite reacts with half of the amount of Fe2(SO4)3 produced in
the reaction II.3.1:
2(NO54 ) =

9(LM4 (@<7 )= ) ∙ >(LM@4 )

=

>LM4 (@<7 )= )

()E.&DH/))∙(D)E)
\ ∙+EE

= 0.435 kg

The amount of sulfuric acid formed in this reaction is:
2(34 567 ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LM@4 )

=

(E.+&H)∙(C ∙ BC)

= 2.85 kg

D)E

Besides that, some amount of Fe2SO4 is formed to participate in further reaction II.3.4:
2(NO567 ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(LM@<7 )
>(LM@4 )

=

(E.+&H)∙(DH ∙ DH))
D)E

= 8.265 kg

According to reaction II.3.3 pyrite also reacts with half of the amount of Fe2(SO4)3 produced
in the reaction II.3.1:
2(NO54 ) =

9(LM4 (@<7 )= ) ∙ >(LM@4 )

=

>LM4 (@<7 )= )

()E.&DH/))∙(D)E)
+EE

= 3.05 kg

And some amount of Fe2SO4 is formed to participate in further reaction II.3.4:
2(NO567 ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(LM@<7 )
>(LM@4 )

=

(&.EH)∙(& ∙ DH))
D)E

= 11.6 kg

Also, elemental sulfur is formed according to this reaction, which further reacts with oxygen
and water and forms sulfuric acid:
2(5) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(@)
>(LM@4 )

=

(&.EH)∙() ∙ &))
D)E

= 1.62 kg

According to reaction II.3.4, Fe2SO4 from reactions II.3.2 and II.3.3 reacts with sulfuric acid:
2(34 567 ) PQRST9OU =

9(LM@<7 ) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>LM@<7 )

=

(C.)[HcDD.[)∙() ∙ BC)
+ ∙DH)

= 6.4 kg

Finally, elemental sulfur from reaction II.3.3 reacts with production of sulfuric acid:
2(34 567 ) =

9(@) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(@)

=

(D.[))∙() ∙ BC)
) ∙ &)

= 5.96 kg

Arsenopyrite is oxidize according reaction II.3.6:
2(34 567 ) =

9(LMYZ@) ∙ >(?4 @<7 )
>(LMYZ@)

=

(E.CH∙H.C)∙(BC)
D[&

= 2.96 kg
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Total amount of sulfuric acid considering produced and consumed acid in reactions II.3.1 II.3.6 is:
4.97 kg +2.85 kg – 6.4 kg + 5.96 kg + 2.96 kg = 10.34 kg/100 kgconc.
Calculation 4 – Albion ProcessTM
1. Electricity
The amount of electricity needed for this process was calculated in the same way as for
pressure oxidation. Clary et al. (2018, 1335) estimated that electricity cost per 100 000 t
concentrate treatment was 2 300 000 USD which is 23 USD per 1 ton concentrate. The study
was conducted in Australia so price for 1 kWh was taken for that region. If 1 kWh costs 0.08
USD, then 23 USD is a price for 23 USD ∙ 1 / 0.08 USD = 288 kWh/tconc.
2. Limestone consumption
The chemical reactions of the Albion ProcessTM require the addition of oxygen for oxidizing
sulfide minerals, and limestone for continuous neutralizing of the acid formed by reactions
of oxidation. Assumption: 93% of sulfides are oxidized in this process. The chemical
reactions are the following:
Pyrite oxidation:
4IJ*) + 11%) + 18() % + 8#$#%& → 4IJ% ∙ %( + 8#$*%+ ∙ 2() % + 8#%)

(II.4.1)

Arsenopyrite oxidation:
2IJVW* + 7%) + 4() % + 2#$#%& ↔ 2IJVW%+ + 2#$*%+ ∙ 2() % + 2#%)

(II.4.2)

According reaction II.4.1:
2(efe6= ) =

9(LM@4) ∙ >(:;:<= )
>(LM@4 )

=

(E.B& ∙ )&.B) ∙ (C ∙DEE)
+ ∙ D)E

= 37 kg

According reaction II.4.2:
2(efe6= ) =

9(LMYZ@) ∙ >(:;:<= )
>(LMYZ@)

=

(E.B& ∙ H.C) ∙ () ∙DEE)
) ∙ D[&

= 3.3 kg

Total limestone consumption by the oxidation reactions: 37 kg + 3.3 kg = 40.3 kg/100 kgconc.
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3. Oxygen consumption
Oxygen consumption was estimated in the same way as limestone consumption:
According reaction II.4.1:
2(64 ) =

9(LM@4 ) ∙ >(<4 )
>(LM@4 )

=

(E.B& ∙ )&.B) ∙ (DD ∙&))
+ ∙ D)E

= 16.3 kg

According reaction II.4.2:
2(64 ) =

9(LMYZ@) ∙ >(<4 )
>(LMYZ@)

=

(E.B& ∙ H.C) ∙ (\ ∙&))
) ∙ D[&

= 3.7 kg

Total oxygen consumption to oxidize 100 kg of concentrate: 16.3 kg + 3.7 kg = 20 kg/100
kgconc.
Calculation 5 – Neutralization of H2SO4 Solutions
Neutralization of sulfuric acid with lime can be described by the following chemical
reaction:
H2SO4+CaO+H2O=CaSO4 ∙ 2H2O

(II.5.1)

Mass of lime (МCaO) required for neutralization is calculated as follows:
МCaO=(56 ∙ MH2 SO4 ∙ С)/(98 ∙ Р)

(II.5.2)

where 56 – molar mass of CaO;
Р – mass share of active lime, Р=0,6.
МCaO=(56 ∙ 100 ∙ 0,35)/(98 ∙ 0,6) = 33,3 kg/100 kg H2SO4 or 333 kg/t H2SO4.
Thus, the amount of lime required for neutralization of acidic solution from pressure
oxidation process is:
41,9 kg ∙ 33,3 kg / 100 kg = 14 kgCaO/tore.
And the total amount of CaO required for neutralization of bacterial oxidation solutions is:
10,34 kg ∙ 33,3 kg / 100 kg = 3,44 kgCaO/tore.
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Calculation 6 – Roasting
It was assumed for sensitivity analysis that besides minerals listed in Table 12, concentrate
also contains organic carbon (5%), which in oxidative roasting conditions is oxidized to
carbon dioxide according to the following reactions (Thomas and Cole, 2005, 414):
1. Combustion of organic carbon:
2C(s)+O2 (g) → 2CO(g)

(II.5.2)

2. Combustion of carbon monoxide:
2CO(g)+O2 (g) → 2CO2 (g)

(II.5.2)

According to reaction II.5.1, combustion of 5 kg carbon results in:
2(e6) =

9(:) ∙ >(:<)
>(:)

=

H ∙ )C
D)

= 11,66 kg.

According to reaction II.5.2, combustion of 11,66 kg carbon monoxide results in:
2(e64 ) =

9(:<) ∙ >(:<4 )
>(:<)

=

DD,[[ ∙ ++
)C

= 18,32 kg of carbon dioxide per 100 kg

concentrate.
The correlation between organic carbon content and CO2 emission in oxidative roasting of
refractory gold concentrate is summarized in Table 13.

Table 13. Dependence of CO2 emissions on organic carbon content in the roaster feed.
Organic carbon, %
CO2 emission, kg

5

10

15

18,32

36,64

54,96

